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ABSTRACT
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students are not attaining academic success in
public schools. Enrollment of Hspanic students is increasing, but at the same time
assessment of their work shows little achievement. A crucial issue in the education of
language minority students is how they learn. This thesis examines their learning
style preferences through data gathered fi’om student and teacher surveys and then
correlates it to existing research. The conclusion drawn is that Hispanic LEP students
are not being taught in their preferred learning styles and that the primary manner o f
verbal/linguistic instruction used in schools is a deterrent to successful learning.
Recommendations for instruction and assessment are given.
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CHAPTER ONE: THESIS PROPOSAL

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Every student uses his or her own unique learning style. Often students use a
combinatk)n o f them. However, quite often the student is not aware o f specific styles
o f learning. In addition, teachers will marqr times teach to a specific style that may
not be most suitable for students. During my tenure o f teaching Ei^lish as a Second
Language in Michigan and Minnesota I observed many instances where Limited
English Proficiency (LEP) students struggled in a classroom because the teacher did
not accommodate them. In the worst cases they were assigned a seat at the back of
the classroom and sinqily given a dictionary to help them. AU too often the minority
student is ignored, and as long as there are no discipline problems, wQl occupy their
desk for the entire school year while learning very little. AU teachers, whether they
are ESL, bilingual, or mainstream, need to be aware o f the learning styles o f aU their
students. According to Ely and Pease-Alvarez (1996), “it is...the teacher who is
perhaps the most important catalyst m bringmg about the learners’ self-awareness,
and it is the teacher who may be in the best position to empower students by showing
them how to empower themselves.”
However, some teachers are ignoring the ftict that language learners use
different leamii% styles and strategies and appfy speciffe actions and behaviors that
help them learn. Teachers do not always consider tk s e styles in writing da% lesson
plans. Textbooks engage the visual learner, hut foU short in accommodating other

styles. In toy school, a Language Arts program was adapted that supposed^ offered
accommodations for ESL students. One o f the biggest suggestions was to offer these
students easier-reading trade books suitable for two grades below the class level For
some o f my monolingual Spanish students, these were o f little help because they
could not read any English, yet alone an “easier” one. Because the mainstream
classroom teacher uses materials with a more linguistic and anafytic approach, there
is less opportunity for LEP students to succeed.

IMPORTANCE AND RATIONALE OF STUDY
Many teachers believe that all children learn a language m the same way.
Textbooks and curriculum materials are written with a similar structure; that is,
reading, answering questions and completing comprehension exercises. This method
may work for some students, but not for others. I believe that students both learn and
acquire language.

The anafytic student, who takes a part-to-whole approach in

learning, wQl respond well to the approach o f most textbooks. However, the global
student, who sees language learning as moving from whole-to-part, acquires language
through maiy alternative ways. It is necessary to consider both methods because
students will vary in their approach. Teachers need to realize that their LEP students
do not leam and acquire language in the same way. It is important for me to research
these areas o f learning styles and to share this information with my fellow educators.
In conversations with mainstream, and even some ESL and bilingual teachers,
I sometimes hear that a particular student is not learning English fost enoi^h. The

6 ct that the primary enphasis on an LEP student’s education is to leam English first
does not change the 6 ct that different students wiU leam in different ways. If all
educators would be cognizant o f different learning styles and incorporate them into
their daify lesson plans, the issue o f how fiist a student leams would not be important.
The realization that all students leam differently would negate the emphasis on a
strict timefiame for learning.

This thesis will discuss the various methods and

influence o f time in learning.
In our own Grand Rapids Public School district and throughout the U.S. there
exists a wide gap both in educational attainment and earnings between Hispanic and
non-Hispanic students. Demographics tell us that Hispanics are the fostest growing
minority group, and in feet, will become the nation’s largest minority group by the
year 2020 (Wells, 1989).

However, we also know that this ethnic group has the

lowest graduation rate. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2000), for Hispanics
25 years old and over, 43.9% did not graduate fi-om high school. This compares to
15.7% for whites and 23% for blacks. In addition, those who did not conplete high
school eamed an annual average o f $15,832 .
Many mainstream teachers have not had any courses in language acquisition
or ESL methods. Often teachers are not comfortable with LEP students in thenclasses and do not know what to do with them. Some schools merely add the child to
their count and then wait until be or she transfers out to a different school, often when
the caregiver gets a new job or the ftunify must move to different housing. The child
is not given the opportunity to explore his or her own teaming style. When our

students e3q>eriences several moves in school, and are never taught to their particular
learning style, they will always struggle to leam.
The goal o f an ESL teacher is language acquisition for all students. It is
imperative that learning styles be considered as a valuable construct o f this process.
Reid (1998) writes that “m an effective classroom, everyone - teacher and students leams, and that learning about learning styles is essential in order that all students
have equal opportunities to use their strengths to leam.” In n y teaching experience 1
encountered students who have several different learning styles, or who can adapt to
another style with a little bit o f coaching. It is up to the teacher to recognize students’
learning styles and guide students to use them. In doing so, students will be more
prepared for learning.

This thesis will be a valuable tool for mainstream and

ESL/bilingual teachers to help them realize the impact o f knowing and teaching to
different learning styles to all students.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
1 taught English as a Second Language for five years and am pleased with the
successes o f my LEP students m acquiring English but concerned about their foihires.
1 do a basic ESL pull-out program and because o f this have a great deal o f interaction
with my students’ mainstream classroom teachers.

Quite often our conversation

centers on why some of our LEP students have a difficult time in comprehending a
lesson. The reason is not totally their lack o f English language skills. They have not
fiiQy developed their cognitive skills, even though they have made great strides in

attaining proficiency in English.

I believe that successful students bring to the

classroom, or are able to develop, effective methods fi>r learning the language.
LEP students are bilii%ual students. In my school, the second languages o f
my students are predommantfy Spanish and also Albanian. Within the Grand Rapids
Public School system, the principal languages o f LEP students are Spanish,
Vietnamese, Bosnian, Albanian/Yugoslav, French Creole and Oromo/Somalian.
Historically, there were many bilingual schools in the United States in the
mid-1800’s including German/English, French/English and Spanish/English schools
(Freeman and Freeman, 1992.) In 1968 Congress passed Title VII o f the Bilingual
Education Act as an amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. In the court decision of Lau v. Nichols in 1974 a ruling was given that all
students not proficient in English be given equal opportunities to leam.
According to the most recent "School Information Profile” fiom Grand Rapids
Public Schools (GRPS), there is a significant high school drop-out rate o f Hispanic
students. The report lists the following percentages o f drop-out rates for Hispanic
students; ninth grade, 36%, tenth grade, 17%, eleventh grade, 14%, and twelfth grade,
18%. Using these percentages for a hypothetical freshman enrollment of 100, onfy 41
students would graduate.
The GRPS “Bilingual Education Program Evaluation Report” for the 19992000 school year cites, “Bilingual students at several lai%uage centers have over the
past several years consistent^ demonstrated achievement losses, based on annual
pre/post MAT Reading Test results.” The report states further that the proportion o f

graduatiog students who received bilmgual services and Ww qualified for a stateendorsed diploma in reading, math, writing, and science were “considerably lower
than that o f other district students.” Clearty, there is a need to consider ways to better
instruct LEP students aiKl develop an awareness o f their learning styles.
Lau

V.

Nichols was important because o f the issues o f equality versus equity.

The suit was brought by on behalf o f 1800 non-English speakmg Chinese students
against the San Francisco Unified School District. At issue was the importance of
equity and equality. The Supreme Court ruled that by merety providmg students with
the same focilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum did not compty with federal
law. Justice Douglas, m delivermg the opinion o f the Court, stated,
“Basic English skills are at the very core o f what these public
schools teach. Imposition o f a requirement that, before a child can
effectively participate in the eduMtkmal program, he must already
have acquired those bask: skills k to nake a mockery o f public
education. We know that those who do not understand English are
certain to
find their classroom experiences wholfy
incomprehensible and in no way meanmgfiiL” (U.S. Supreme
Court, Lau v. Nichols.)
This decision resulted in the development o f a testing program for students to
determme their English proficien(y and to place them in appropriate bilingual or ESL
classrooms.
I teach at Stocking Elementary School The Hispanic population numbers
over 50%, compared to almost 25% four years ago. If classroom teachers better knew
the learning styles o f their Hispanic students, they would be more successful in
presenting lessons that would be learned and understood by these children.

I

observed situations where a teacher has lower e:q>ectations o f LEP students and wiH

sometimes excuse them fiom an assignment, thinking they are incapable of
completing ft.
According to Lewelling (1991), "LEP students have been identified as a group
at risk o f academic M ure.”

Many stereotypes exist in the school community..

Among ttese stereotypes are judgments such as, “Don’t push them.” or “They can’t
do ft.” In n y school this year the teachers of the sixth grade LEP students wanted to
excuse them fiom doii% required projects. Ofien LEP students are considered to be
illiterate, when in reality many are quite proficient in their native langiage while
working hard to leam a second language. We have in place a system to educate our
LEP students but are not succeeding with many o f them in their educatioiL Lewelling
(1991) concludes, “For these students to achieve their full potential, a strong
commitment must be made to their educational needs and futures.”

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
This thesis will examine the impact o f learning styles and their use by LEP
school-aged children to determine their impact to proficiency in learning English as a
second language. It wiU fi)cus on three areas. First, ft wQl present an overview o f the
various theories and studies of learning styles and multiple intelligences. Second, ft
will review the culture and preferred learning style o f Hispanic students. Third, ft will
research the implications o f these styles for both the student and the teacher, and give
suggestions to teachers for accomnoodating different learning styles in the classroona.
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Therefore, in an effort to better understand how LEP students best leam, and a
desire to share this information with my follow profossionals, I researched on the
learning styles o f LEP students. In addition, this thesis will si%gest several activities
that could be used by teachers with LEP students in their classrooms.

LIMITATIONS
This thesis wQl be limited to learning styles as they impact the learning of
LEP students at the elementary level, grades kindergarten through six. Surveys were
given to students in these grades because that is the population I service at my school
Students’ ages range from eight to thirteen years old. Both boys and girls participated.
Responses from teachers on questionnaires came from males and females
teaching ESL and bilingual education. Neither the secondary nor the adult student
will be included in this discussion, although its relevance may appty also to these
levels.
Research and surveys was limited to the Hispanic student. Countries o f origin
include Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic
and Argentina and the United States. The first lai%uage for all o f these students is
Spanish.
The students’ proficiency in Spanish (LI) differs significant^. Some only
speak Spanish, while others read and write the language with high proficiency. All
the students have been in either a bilingual education or English as a Second

Language program since enrolling at Stocking School The Ie%th o f time in school
in the United States ranges fiom two months to five years.
Generalfy, the students have not been exposed to technology befi)re enrolling
in a US school and are illiterate in computer use. Many have learned a great deal
since their arrival There are computer literacy programs for kindergarten and first
grade students, but none for second through sixth grade.
Most o f the students are fiom a low socioeconomic class. Many live in
apartments with two or three other fomilies. Usualfy one or both parents work in
fiictory, restaurant or landscapmg jobs. There are no LEP students with disabilities at
my school
There are limitations on the length o f time o f this research. Student and
teacher responses were gathered over a four- week time period.

Anafysis and

additional research occurred during a second four-week time period, and construction
and writing o f this thesis transpired during the final four weeks.

SUMMARY
As described in this chapter, LEP students do not leam in only one style. This
thesis will research the in^)act of learning styles on student performance. Quite often
teachers are not aware o f these differences and it is the intent o f n y research to
explore these varied areas.

This research is important because many Hispanic

students in the Grand Rapids Public School system and throughout the US are
showing poor results in proficiency testing, and have not achieved adequate progress.
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The Bilingual Education Act o f 1968 mandated equal educational opportunities for
LEP students and the Lau v. Nichols decision in 1974 afBnned this. There still
remains question o f equity versus equality in ESL education. Research suggests that

being aware o f and teaching to, the ieammg styles o f LEP students will produce
positive results.
As you have seen in this chapter, the sources will define and analyze learning
styles and relate their importance to the second language learner. A literature review
o f significant sources will be presented m the following chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a literature review of sources pertainit^ to learning
styles and their impact on the Limited English Proficiency (LEP) student.

The

following are the three topics of organization: Understanding the Diverse Features
of Learning Styles defines and anafyzes the various aspect o f the topic. Influence of
Cultural Considerations on Learning Styles discusses minority cultures, focusing
on the Hispanic ethnicity, and Accommodations for Learning Styles in the Second
Language Classroom offers suggestions and ideas for curriculum development,
assessment, and environmental adjustments.

UNDERSTANDING THE DIVERSE FEATURES OF LEARNING STYLES
Writing in A Critical Dictionary of Educational Concepts, (1990), Barrow
and Nfilbum offer several definitions o f learning, and discuss what is involved in the
total process. The authors state, "To leam is to acquire understanding o f something
that one did not have before (p. 178).” They fuse together the terms learning and
acquisition as being independent o f each other. As this thesis will report, there is not
just one process o f learning. According to the authors.
All acts o f feaming must mvolve the acquisition o f some new
ability or understanding because that is part o f the meaning o f
learning — but w*at is involved in learning must be paitfy
dependent on what is beir^ learned (p. 179).
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They discuss the mqmrtance o f usn% both the cognitive and the affective
domain in Ieammg.

Equalfy important is the teacher’s role to establish the best

environment to leam.
Having a firm understanding o f the process o f learning will be very beneficial
to this research. As we explore the various styles o f learning and intelligences, we
must keep in mind the basic process o f leamii% and the skills needed to successfully
engage the learner both cognitive^ and affective^.
Dunn and Dunn expand this definition o f learning. Over 25 years ago, they
published their first research on learning styles. They have continued their research
and have published several books, articles, and journals.

In Educator’s Self-

Teaching Guide to Individualizing Instructional Programs (1975), they define
learning style as
The manner in which at least 18 different elements o f four basic
stimuli affect a person’s ability to absorb and to retain information,
values, focts or concepts. The combinations and variances in these
elements suggest, perhaps, that no two people in the entire world
leam in exactly the same way, just as no two people think exactly
alike (p. 75).
The Dunns’ research will be a key construct o f this thesis. Not only have they
established various stimulants and corresponding elements, they have also used them
in numerous studies with a diversity o f students. They have published a Learning
Style Survey for students in grades three throi%h twelve which would be a valuable
instrument for many ESL and bilmgual teachers to use with their students.
One o f the most widefy-read authors on learning styles is Gardner, the
developer o f the theory of Multiple Intelligences (MI).

These intelligences are
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similar to talents used in learning.

They are important in discovering and

understanding how our students leam. Gardner, writing in The Unschooled Mind —
How children think and how schools should teach (1991) defines the components
of his Mult^le Intelligences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lai%uage/linguistic
Logical/mathematical analysis
Spatial representation
Musical thinking
Bodily/kinesthetic
Interpersonal
Intrapersonal

He advocates that his MI theory should be the basis o f learning in all schools and all
curricula.
Various constructs and interpretations o f Gardner’s MI theory will be
analyzed throughout this thesis. Educators have adapted his methods o f analyzmg
students’ learning styles. More specifically, ESL researchers devised several learning
style surveys based on MI to be given to second language students. There have been
numerous books and teacher guides to incorporate his ideas. We wiH see how this
movement in second language learning firom a principal^ verbal style to a much
more diverse approach has been recommended with success by many researchers.
When we think o f Ieammg styles we recognize that the process o f leamh^ is a
very complex. In Principles of Language Learning and Teaching (1994), Brown
suggests that when someone becomes bilingual his total life is impacted. He writes
that
Becoming bilingual is a way o f life. Your wdiole person is affected
as you struggle to read beyond the confines o f your first language
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and into a new language, a new culture, a new way o f thinking,
feeling and actn%. Total commitment, total mvolvement, a total
physical, intellectual, and emotional response is necessary to
successful^ send and receive messages in a second language (p.
1).
Knowmg this, it is mq)erative that the second language teacher ask questions about
language learning. Brown suggests we should examine how learning takes place,
how we can ensure success in language learning, and what the optimal
interrelationship is o f cognitive, affective, and physical domains for successful
language learning.
Brown raises several inqwrtant issues fer the second lan g u ie teacher. Our
students come to us as a total assembfy o f many assorted parts. We need to look at
the whole entity and also the various sections that together mold them into a language
student. This research will mvestigate issues o f various learning styles that wûl help
to answer the questions posed by the author. We will see that as Brown asserts, there
is more than one style used in learning.
Language learning is discussed by Lightbown and Spada (1998).

They

suggest in their book How Languages Are Learned that the process o f second
language learning is progressive and that learners pass through sequences of
development. In addition, th^r dispel some nyths o f language learning: first, that
language is learned mainfy through imitation, when in feet, learners create their own
styles o f learning; second, that people with high IQs are good language learners, but
in truth, learners have a wide variety of intellectual abilities; and third, motivation is
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the most inçortant âctor in learning a language, however, there are differences in
qjtitude and style o f language learning.
In dispelling these myths and suggesting that lai%uage learning is progressive,
Lightbown and Spada clearty give relevance to the inqwrtance of learning styles.
Later in this thesis the importance they give to students usmg a variety of styles will
be highlighted. Equalfy important to remember is that the learner’s particular
characteristics weigh more heavily than other fectors. It wiU be essential to dispel the
norths they discussed about langu%e learning with current research feom the field.
Another aspect of learning styles focuses on field independence versus field
dependence.

Ehrman (1998) discusses in Chapter 7, “Field Independence, Field

Dependence and Field Sensitivity in Another Light” o f Reid’s Understanding
Learning Styles in the Second Language Classroom the differences between these
foctors. Ehrman believes that the “field independence - field dependence construct is
a work in progress” (p. 62). Often these aspects wQl change depending on the context
o f the particular task of a lesson. Ehrman questions the constructs o f these processes.
There is confusion about whether field independence - field
dependence is a style or an ability, whether it should include
personality foctors or refer strict^ to cognitive functioning alone,
whether field dependence is the absence o f field independence or
a processing style in its own right, (p. 62)
When educators try to assess a student as being field independent or field
dependent it can be a difficult, although very valuable, task. In doing n y research for
my thesis I surveyed students on this point, and asked ESL and bOingual teachers to
rate their students as welL Ehrman’s article wQI be very helpful to keep in mind as
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the results o f these surveys are discussed later in this thesis.

It is a valuable

consideration to second language teachers in writing lesson plans and developing
curriculum.
Field independence and field dependence are important aspects o f learning
style, however, Oxford believes that cooperation versus competition are also
essential In an ERIC Digest article, "The Role o f Styles and Strategies in Second
Language Learning,” (1989) the author asserts that these have been only lightly
studied as a dimension o f style in the language learning field. Quite often a teacher
will fiequentfy use competitive activities as a methodology in second language
instruction, but rarely use cooperative learning.

Oxford believes that cooperative

learning is essential, stating
In studies where students were taught specificalfy to be
cooperative, results revealed vast improvement in language skills
as well as increased self^ eem , motivation, altruism, and positive
attitudes toward others.
Oxford thinks that m learning styles there is a tendency to seeks situations compatible
with your own pattern and to use certain styles while avoiding others. This becomes
very important when choosii% cooperative learning as a methodology.
Oxford deems leamii% styles to be very important in language learning.
Mary researchers %ree with the nnportance o f cooperative learning and this issue
will be discussed finther in the third part o f this section on Accommodations for
Learning Styles in the Second Language Classroom. We wiH also see fiirther
evidence that teachers tend to use those styles with which they are most comfortable
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and avoid those that do not suh them. The risk in doing this is that the learner’s
particular style becomes secondary to that o f the teacher.
The second lai%u%e teacher has an extreme^ inqwrtant role in learning.
Reid is the editor o f Understanding Learning Styles in the Second Language
Classroom (1998). This author believes that teachers are “perceptual learning styles
researchers” and discusses the 6 ct that in the last 10 years many teachers have
become learning style researchers in their classrooms (p. 18). Reid states.
Gathering background knowledge, administering various leammg
style surveys, and using those survey results, teacher-researchers
raise student awareness about the existence o f learning styles,
refocus and expand their teachir% styles, help students experiment
with extending then- leammg styles and improve the English
classroom learning environmeoL (p. IS)
Reid’s research will be helpful to encourue teachers to do research in their
second language classes. It is vital to not onfy understand the learning styles of
students, but also ensure that they (1) be aware o f how they leam, and (2) know that
they can expand their learning styles to include others. This thesis will discuss the
ideas that students differ in their styles o f learning and will use various methods
depending on the task. Reid’s research will emphasize the ways teachers become
more aware o f how to help students expand on this knowledge.
Reki has made us aware o f the importance o f recognizing learning style
differences and encouraging our students to stretch their limitations. Tyacke (1998),
writing in Chapter 4, “Learning Style Diversi^ and The Reading Class: Curriculum
Design and Assessment” o f Reid’s Understanding Learning Styles in the Second
Language Classroom agrees that learning styles are complex and may change
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accordn% to the educational goal Tyacke also %rees with Reid that educators are
also classroom researchers. In order to further identify how students learned, the
author developed the “Tyacke Profile Styles” based on a stutfy conducted o f with
LEP students. Based on this research, the author classified these students into four
categories: (1) the studier, (2) the diverger, (3), the e>q>lorer, and (4) the absorber (p.
38).
Tyacke’s research is inqwrtant to this paper for several reasons. First, we
have a clear example of what can be done by a teacher to better know the students in
class. Second, it gives us a better dimension of the variety of styles that exist among
our second language students. Third, we can see that learning styles are complex, and
that the overall learning profile of a student may be difScuIt to analyze. With the
survey results I will use m my research, we will see some o f the same conclusions.

INFLUENCE OF CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS ON LEARNING STYLES
Almost 30 years ago Saville-Troike (1972) authored several articles and books
on bilingual education. In Classroom Practices In ESL and Bilingual Education,
Saville-Troike raised numerous issues concerning minority students including the
stereotyping that we stiU hear about today. The author discusses the popular belief
that “to be different is to be deprived” (p. 8). This concept stems from the opinions o f
some who do not recognize the culture o f a minority group child, and because he is
lacking in standards o f middle-class behaviors and speech forms he is labeled as
“non-verbaL” The discussion continues with this analysis.
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The low expectations generated ly this deficit theory contribute to
children’s fiiihire, which may in turn be interpreted as evidence for
their deficiency rather than evkknce for weakness in the theory.
This is a vicious circle m education whkh can do irreparable
damage to children. The deficiency model in education can best be
understood as a form o f stereotyping, defining a group in terms o f
what it does ^ do, prejudging as well as describing (p. 8).
Such stereotypmg o f minority students has repercussions m the classroom. Barriers
are built > ^ch inhibits communication, and naore importantly, the student’s selfimage is affected negative^.
It is precisely these judgments that become a deterrent to second language
learning. If a classroom teacher insists on using onfy linguisticalfy-based materials,
worksheets, and drills, many students will be doomed to foUure. It is only when we
move away from stereotyping and move toward teaching to the diverse learning styles
o f our minority students that we will experience success in our teaching and success
in our students’ learning. This thesis will offer several suggestions for classroom
accommodations.
Leung (1994), wrote on this topic in “Culture as a Contextual Variable m the
Study of Differential Minority Student Achievement” published in The Journal of
Educational Issues of Language M inority Students. The author states that an
explanation o f the role o f culture on achievement has consumed a great deal o f time
in the last decade, but there stiU exists fragmentation with the research. Leung
suggests that culture needs to be considered at two levels; one, psychocuhural
inconq)atibility and two, sociocultural effect

LEP students are accused o f being

geneticalfy and mteUectualfy inferior to whites.

The author proposes that the
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measurements used for testing were not standardized using Hispanic participants.
Also, the bases o f these judgments were related to the ‘‘nonstandard” (to the white
culture) ways displayed by the students. In US culture the belief exists that the real
members o f the American society are the ow s who speak English and demonstrate
characteristics o f Western Europeans. If these influences are allowed to continue to
exist they will, according to Leung, “serve to systematical^ alienate different
minority groups’ participation in the mainstream, including the school experience”
(1994).
Leung’s anafysis fits well into the focus of this thesis. We must recognize and
accept the diverse cultures o f our LEP students. We must also realize that their
learning style might not emulate the anafytic, verbal, linguistic-based programs
offered by our schools in both instruction and assessment. If we fiiil to do this
language-minority students will continue to fefl.
Once we recognize the cultural differences o f our LEP students and their
impact on lan g u ie leammg we must then take steps to ensure that we respect and
acknowledge their home languages and cultures in the classroom. A discussion on
learning styles must also include home culture. Sota, Smrekar and Nekcovei address
this issue in their article “Preserving Home Languages and Cultures in the Classroom:
Challenges and Opportunities” published by the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual
Education (1999). The authors believe that
...the foct that so many children in our classrooms represent
multiple languages and multiple cultures is not a grim reality
o ffe r^ onty chaDoiges, but rather a unique opportunity to
exchange valuable wisdom among learner, fonÈies, educators, and
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communities. Nor does such diversity threaten the cohesiveness o f
our nation and its democratic ideals; the diverse intergenerational
wisdom shared by cuhuralfy and linguisticalfy diverse Bundies can
support and strengthen America’s goals.
The article continues by suggestu% several measures that second language teachers
could incorporate into their classrooms to enhance cultural diversity. T h ^ include
providing many opportunities for children to communkate, planning authentic
activities, organizing the physical environment to reflect cultural diversity, building
lines o f communication between school and community, and becoming an advocate
for supporting cultural issues in schools.
The authors suggest incorporating several chaises that not only support
cultural diversity, but also recognize the differences in learning styles in second
language learners.

Their proposals are very inqwrtant to this thesis because in

recognizmg our students’ cultures, we are also providing adaptations for them to leam
in several different ways in our classrooms.

Children wfll be able to value and

appreciate then* own and their classmates’ femify identity and respect the diversity o f
others.
In "Myths and Misconceptions About Second Language Learning” published
in the ERIC Digest (1992), McLaughlin dispels several myths about the second
language learner. These myths are:
1. Children leam second languages qmckfy and easify.
2. The younger the child, the more skilled in acquiring L2.
3. The more time students spend in a second language context,
the qukker they leam the language.
4. Children have acquired an L2 once th ^ can speak h.
5. All children leam an L2 in the same way.
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McLaughlin suggests that teachers should not expect miraculous results from
second language learners and, even though they are expected to leam English quickfy,
the home language is very important in content areas. The author discusses a cultural
difference between mainstream children who are accustomed to an analytical
approach to instmction where language functions are used to convey information and
control social behavior, and LEP students who are more accustomed to non-verbal
communication, observation, and supervised partkipation. In addition, many
language minority students are used to learning more from their peers than adults.
We need to be aware o f these differences as we develop curriculum and
organize lesson plans.

If we as teachers are not cognizant o f such cultural

differences, our expectations of our students will be negatively influenced. As we
look at differences in learning styles in this thesis, we will consider those diverse
cultural disparities.
In “Academic Achievement m a Second Language” published in the ERIC
Digest (1991), Lewellmg discusses a situation that often occurs when LEP students
demonstrate competence in oral communication. They are quickfy mainstreamed into
the regular classroom, but do not have the cognitive ability to overcome difBcuhies in
understanding and conpletmg regular academic schoolwork.

It is essential to

monitor the progress o f a LEP student, and understand that it may take four to seven
years for complete mastery o f English. Equally inqx)rtant are successful program
models that enable students to use their own styles in learning a second language.
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Lewellmg puts forth an argument against hastify dismissing our LEP students
out o f our ESL/bfln^vul classrooms. As will be reported in this thesis, the teacher
must not onfy encourage students to use their individual styles, but also stretch their
skills to develop more cognitive-based competencies also. This is vital if we are to
measure our students’ success in several content areas that require different learning
styles.
Wells, in ‘Tlispanic Education in America: Separate and UnequaT published
in the ERIC Digest (1988), believes that although the United States government
supports desegregation and equality education for all minorities, the Hispanic student
continues to attend segregated schools that do not prepare them to succeed in today’s
predominantly non-Hispanic society.

Most o f them go to schools in urban areas

where, according to Wells, their curriculum, and teacher expectations for them, are
often o f a considerabty lower level Wells asserts that even the system of bilingual
education segregates Hispanic students from the others. In Grand Rapids Public
Schools we have several schools designated as “language centers” where
bilingual/ESL classes are offered to students who are bused from their neighborhoods
to another school Once they arrive at the language center they are segregated into a
classroom with other second language students. The school system wants to promote
its bilingual program, but takes away the students’ opportunity to be integrated into
their own neighborhood schools.
Wells’ artkle is very valuable in providing a picture o f how many school
systems treat their second language learners and the stereotypes that exist. Their onty
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accommodation is beii% put into a segregated class. This thesis will discuss that
knowledge o f our students and their leammg styles will help to dispel the current
stereotypes and inefScient manner o f educating them. The most important issue is
how best to teach to every one o f our students.
Dunn has collaborated with Griggs (1996) in a study o f Hispanic students.
Results were a compilation of results from Dunn’s Learning Style Inventory (LSI).
Reporting their findings in an article in ERIC Digest, "Hispanic-American Students
and Learning Style,” the authors suggest that Hispanics are united by customs,
language, re%ion and values, and that one of the strongest traits is 6mily
commitment that involves loyalty and a belief that a child’s behavior reflects on the
honor o f the fiunily. This attitude of cooperation and concern for others contrasts
with the United States emphasis on individualism and competition.
We can take this information and use it to formulate suggestions for activities
for Hispanic learners. It will definite^ help us know our students better. It will
become a general frame o f reference for classroom activities and environment.
Knowing the elements o f Hispanic learners will help to dispel the stereotypical myths
about their inability to leam.
In Con respeto: Bridging the distances between cuhoralfy diverse families
and schools (1996), Valdés looks at how Hispanic children develop literacy skills
outside the school setting and how femify environment prepares children to survive
and succeed both within the femify stmctures and in the community. Valdés believes
that educators do not have an understanding o f the issues and conq)lexities o f their
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lives and efforts to increase parental involvement in schools are not based on sound
knowledge about the characteristics o f the fomilies" (p. 31). Hispanic parents believe
that their part in educating their children should be focused on teaching respect for
others, good manners, and a strong woric ethic. Taking tone to listen to their children
read or to help them with then homework would take time away from all the work
that needs to be done to maintain the household such as cooking, housework, errands
and other chores.
Valdés described a situation that I experienced m my teaching in Grand
Rapids. At conferences with parents the Grst question everyone asks is always about
the behavior o f their children in my class. They are pleased to hear that their child
listens politely and shows respect to everyone, and will offer to do whatever they can
if they leam their child does not demonstrate good citizenship. It is inqx>rtant for
educators to keep our students’ culture in proper perspective to the curriculum. We
must Grst know our students before we teach them. It is essential to maintain cultural
awareness in establishing our learning goals for our students.
We saw from Saville-Troike, Dunn, Griggs and Valdés that the culture o f our
students is a very important consideration Wien evaluating learning style. Zentella
(1998) is a bilingual educator who also supports this idea. In Growing Up Bilingual
the author encourages educators to “incorporate the students’ linguistic, cultural, and
essential cultural practices and bodies o f knowledge and information that households
use to survive, to get ahead, or to thrive” (p. 279). Zentella urges teachers to teach
from strengths by building upon Wiat students know to say and do, and encourage
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them to use their own leamh% styles to attain proficiency. However, the author
admonishes us fiir becomh% too mainstream and teaching all students the same way
in stating, “The narrow norms o f one cultural group and class cannot be the yardstick
gainst which others are measured. A collection o f standard features must not be
equated with intelligence, commitment to education, or morality”(p. 279).
Zentella’s warning serves as a caution to all second language teachers who
may think they are teaching with a multicultural, diverse, approach, when in reality
they harbor negative feelings toward their students.

This thesis wiH continual^

underscore that it is the teacher’s responsibility to recognize and teach to students’
various learning styles.

In Zentella’s words, “Blaming Imguistic and cultural

diversity (for our students’ M ures) is a smokescreen for the fact that the U.S. has not
resolved fundamental mequalities. The root o f the problem lies m an mability to
accept an expanded definition o f what it is to be a U.S. American today” (p. 286). It is
imperative that ESL teachers develop an awareness o f the cultural influences o f their
students and change their teachmg style to reflect the differences.

ACCOMODATIONS

FOR

LEARNING

STYLES

IN

THE

SECOND

LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
As we have seen, a varied o f leamii% styles and multiple intelligences exists
that give students many opportunities to leam. Also, we know that as teachers we
must develop sensitivity to the cultural constructs o f our students and that our
Hispanic students tend to use certain leammg styles. We now need to consider what
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we need to do within our classroom to provide the best environment to accommodate
the diversity o f our students.
In the artkle “Empowering Cultural^ and Linguistically Diverse Students
with Learning Problems,” published in the ERIC Digest (1991), Cummins suggests
that a positive attitude and self<x)ncept are necessary ingredients for achieving
maximum learning potential Believing that parent involvement is necessary, the

author thinks there must be a willingness on the part o f the school to promote parent
collaboration. In addition, Cummins describes the two major styles o f teaching; the
transmission model and the interactive/experiential model The second model would
best accommodate individual students’ learning styles because it encourages genuine
dialogue, integration o f lan g u ie across the curriculum and collaborative learning.
Although Cummins’ article focused on the bilingual student with disabilities,
this analysis o f classroom environment can be used for all LEP students. If educators
pull away from the teacher-dominated ^ ro a c h to one that involves all students, a
more positive learning environment will be created. In addition, we as educators
need to be advocates for unproved collaboration with our minority frunilies. Being
cognizant o f cultural differences and willing to make allowances for all learning
styles will ensure greater success for our second language students.
We must realize that it clearly our responsibility to establish a positive
environment for learning. However, as stated by Hsueh-Yu Cheng and Banya in
Chapter 9, “Bridging the Gap Between Teaching Style and Learning Styles” in Reid’s
Understanding Learning Styles in the Second Language Classroom (1998) this
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responsibility must also be shared with the students. We must be aware o f our
teaching style as well as our students’ learning styles.

If we realize there is a

difference between the two, we need to integrate more teaching styles into our
classroom. Students, in being aware o f their own styles, should be able to choose the
appropriate one to use in different leamii^ situations.

At the same time, teachers

should encourage students to stretch their styles to become empowered to use a
variety o f styles. They need to be guided by the teacher to leave their “comfort zone”
and open themselves up to use options m leammg. Fmalfy, students need to leam
“tolerance in the ambiguity in second lai%uage learning, so they wfll be able to adjust
their styles”(p. 83).
These authors clearty define the roles and responsibilities o f both teacher and
student in the classroom. Their suggestions are very important, because without the
mutual understanding and cooperation o f both, any attempt at discussing, using or
chaining learning styles will not be successfiiL A second language teacher may be
very enthusiastic about affecting a change, but such an activity cannot be totally
teacher-directed. Without empowering our students, we probabfy will not succeed.
We must always start with our learners, their culture, and educational experience.
The authors’ premise that teachers and students must share the responsibility for
resolving leamii% style differences is key to the research o f this thesis. No change in
the classroom, regardless o f how creative ami resourceful it might be, can occur
without this student-teacher cooperation.
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Oxford and Green suggest that teachers use a laquage learning history to
create student awareness and understanding o f learning styles.

W ntn^ in the

TESOL Journal, Autumn 1996, m the article '^Language Leamii% Histories:
Learners and Teachers Helping Each Other Understand Learning Styles and
Strategies,” the authors believe that students should he given the opportunity to tell
stories o f their previous language learning experience.

The teacher can lead a

brainstorming session that asks questions about individual student preferences and
experiences. This activity is followed up by ‘‘think-pair-share” where students first
discuss their answers with a partner, and then the pairs form groups to conq)are
answers. A whole class discussion ends the activity. In addition the teacher can
share personal language learning experiences with the class to ease possible student
apprehensions.
Eng%ing students in creating and sharing their language learning histories
will create a sense o f bonding and classroom community. The teacher will be able to
understand what the students have aq)erienced previous^ in language learning.
Individual learning styles become evident, and can be useful for lesson planning. The
authors’ suggestions fit nicety into creating a positive environment for second
language learning.
Freeman and Freeman confirm the necessity to encourage a variety o f learning
styles. In Whole Language for Second Language Learners they state, "We want to
celebrate diversity o f all kinds, including diverse ways o f leamn%” (p. 145). They
advocate a whole language approach to second language learning that should be
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approached in each o f the four learning modes: listening, speaking, reading and
writing. By using Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences, the teacher can center instruction
on the learner. Because many students are global learners, whole !ai%uage activities
will engage them in meanmgfol and purposeful activities. The Freemans conclude
Research on learning styles tells us how certain groups interact
socially. When teachers adopt classroom practices congruent with
social practices in the community, students have much greater
school success (p. 146).
The Freemans’ approach to second language teaching offers us some
constructive ideas. Many of our students are not analytical, nor can they succeed in
classroom practices that are linguistically-based. A global, whole language emphasis
will better engage our learners to participate. Their ideas on using all four modes of
learning in the classroom nicely complements the idea o f also accommodating their
learning styles.
We have seen the importance o f both the role o f the teacher and the student in
creating a positive environment in the classroom where diverse learning styles can be
used. Now we will look at the next step.
Gardner’s Ml theory is very important to the ESL classroom because we work
with a wide range o f learners.

Christison, in an article entitled “Teachmg and

Learning Languages Thrm%h Multiple InteDigences” published in the TESOL
Journal (Autumn 1996), writes that “using Gardner’s MI theory is very important to
second language teachers because o f the diversity o f our student^ (p. 10). The
author believes it is the teacher’s responsibility to create student awareness o f their
own intelligences. This can be acconçlished by first using a student inventory to
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create a better understandn% of bow MI can be used in the classroom. Then, the
author suggests strategies to use in lesson planning for MI including procedures to
awaken, ançlify, teach and transfer the intelligence.

The article gives further

explanation and interesting suggestions and activities incorporatmg all o f the
intelligences.

They are very practical and wOl be helpM to the ESL teacher to

establish the understandmg and application o f MI theory in the classroom.
Christison also provided an additional overview and suggestions in Chapter 1,
“An Introduction to Multiple Intelligence Theory and Second Language Learning” in
Reid's Understanding Learning Styles In the Second Language Classroom
(1998). The author believes that we can use MI theory to nurture intelligences in
many different ways to create an individualized learning environment.

With an

understanding o f MI we can identify activities we use in the classroom and categorize
them, track what we do in lesson planning and teaching, and analyze our teaching
according to the different intelligences used during the week. Fmally, we can expand
our teaching to include more varied activities to address the different intelligences
used by our students.

We can also use MI in assessments. Christison suggests

several ways o f using MI to create assessments in the classroom.
Incorporating Christison’s suggestions about using MI theory in our
classrooms wQl enable teachers to reach a variety o f students with diverse learning
styles. If we use the suggestion to write and review lesson plans based on MI, we
win be able to more clearfy see how they are used in our classroom. Many teachers
have good intentions o f using MI, but may still end up fevoring their preferred one.
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and ignoring others, possibty also ignoring the students with that particular style.
Equalfy important is the assessment portk>n o f our classes. Not onfy do we need to
consider MI in teaching our lessons, but also in our assessment of a particular task.
Christison’s valuable recommendatrôns should be considered by all ESL teachers
when planning their weekfy lessons.
Some researchers have begun to explore how consideration o f student learning
styles could inq)rove the teaching o f writing. Jones, in "Action Research, Leaning
Styles, and EFL/ESL Writing” published in the ERIC Digest (1998), describes the
results o f an action research study on LEP students to determine the best uses of
activities for learning styles for writing. Jones believes that not only should teachers
match student learning style preferences with teaching, but also challenge students to
master new ways o f learning.

Jones, like Christison, gives several ideas and

suggestions for ESL teachers to use in their classroom that incorporate each
intelligence.
Jones’ research is very useful to teachers who want to teach writing, but are
struggling to also accommodate learning styles. We are given excellent examples o f
classroom activities that will work with second language students.
Simpson also wanted to design a writing assignment that would engage the
use o f all the multiple intelligences. In an article appearmg in the TESOL Journal,
(Spring 2000), "Promoting Multiple Intelligences in the EFL Class,” the author
describes a two-step process to use. The first activity is to make your students aware
of the seven mult^le intelligences. The second activity is to introduce activities
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using MI. Like Christison and Jones, Sinçson gives several activities to be used to
strengthen the students* understanding o f each intelligence.
Simpson’s article reinforces both understanding and application o f the seven
multiple intelligences in the second language classroom. Even though most teachers
understand what they are, students may not folfy comprehend what they are or how to
use them. By using the suggestion to first engage students in a discussion o f how
they use MI, and then leading them through several activities, the ESL teacher will
ensure the successful application of MI theory in the classroom.
M ultiple Intelligences Activities (1996) is a very comprehensive manual for
incorporating many multiple intelligences into your classroom. Wilkens begins with
an overview o f the seven intelligences and then discusses the effect o f the teacher’s
preferred intelligence on teaching. The book includes teacher checklists for lesson
planning and hand-outs and letters to parents. A chapter is devoted to each of the
intelligences with corresponding suggestions for activities to be used. The checklists,
charts and activities are all reproducible.
wakens’ guide is very informative. The information is presented in a clear
and concise manner.

Many resources in this study have emphasized the importance

of a teacher understandmg their own style o f learning before using MI m the
classroom The surveys and checklists in this book offer many opportunities to do
this. The author’s suggestions will be documented further in the Chapter 3 o f this
research.
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Integral to the chokes o f leamh% options is classroom collaboration for group
work. Group work can be organized m pairs, a small group, or an entire class.
However, often students have no prevkus experknce with working in groups and
may be uncomfortable collaborating with others.
KinseDa (1996) in her article “Designing Group Work that Supports and
Enhances Diverse Classroom Work Styles” published in the Autumn 1996 TESOL
Journal, and Kinsella and Sherak in Chapter 10, “Designing ESL Classroom
Collaboration to Accommodate Diverse Work Styles from Understanding Learning
Styles in the Second Language Classroom (1998) discuss collaborative learning.
They offer several recommendations for the second language teacher to incorporate
into the classroom. The authors support group work in that it not onfy promotes a
wider range o f communicative functions, but it also helps students develop thek
subject area knowledge. Students workmg in groups may leam new material more
efScientty and at tfie same time strengtfien interpersonal relationships. As mentioned
previous^, the teacher must effective^ guide second language students through
group work, because not everyone embraces collaborative learning.
KinseUa and Sherak are strong supporters o f establishing a collaborative
classroom. They underlie their beliefo with practical advice that wfll help the second
language teacher.

Their anafyses are very inq)ortant to this study because even

though most Hispanic students tend to fevor group work, they need the structure and
organization that the authors si%gesL This research will recommend the use o f group
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work in the ESL classroom, but will use the suggestions given to ensure the activity is
successful
Consideration should be given when designing assessments for LEP students.
August and Hakuta, in Educating Langaage>Mlnority Children, (1998) believe that
even though a variety o f educational ^proaches have been established for second
language learners, there is still much to be done. They write
Schools engage in a number of practices that fovor the status quo
by enabling middle and upper class English speaking students to
progress throi%h an educational pipelme that is often inaccessible
to low income ethnic minority students, including those who are
limited English proficient (p. 35).
They describe a mainstream bias in formal testing because very fow language
mmority student have been used m normed samples.
Assessment is a vital component o f the ESL classroom. As we are consider
learning styles in this thesis, we must also keep in mind the in tact o f assessment o f
our second language learners. August and Hakuta’s research wiH be very usefid m
designing a complete program for the ESL teacher.
Tannenbaum, in an article in the ERIC Digest (1996), “Practical Ideas on
Alternative Assessment for ESL Students” suggests several alternative assessments
for ESL students. The author believes that assessments must meet the following
criteria
1. Focus on documenting individual student growth over tnne, rather
than comparing students with one another.
2. Emphasize students’ strength rather than weaknesses.
3. Concentrate on learning styles and cultural backgrounds
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Taimenbauin’s suggestk>ns will be detaSed later in this research.

Clearly, the

author’s premise agrees with the basis o f this study. Needs and learning style o f the
individual student must be the emphasis o f aU assessment measures. As we consider
the data gathered &om students and teachers in Chapter 3, we wiH be appty to appty
Tannenbaum’s suggestions for curriculum and assessment planning.
Geisinger and Carlson have similar views to Tannenbaum.

They have

authored an article published in the ERIC Digest (1992) entitled “Assessing
Language-Minority Students.” Their points o f discussion include: understanding the
role o f culture, evaluating and selecting tests, determining the validity of those tests,
and administering tests. As was previously presented in the Influence of Culture on
Learning Styles section of this literature review, cultural elements may be judged
negatively with respect to assessment.

An ESL teacher should ensure that in

evaluating and selecting tests that they be normed using mainstream as well as
language-minority students.

In addition, separate evidence should document the

reliability and validity o f the test scores o f LEP students.
Because assessment is such an essential component o f secoM language
instruction, anything used by the ESL teacher should be evaluated in the methods the
authors suggest. This presents a challenge, however, because most assessments are
not normed with LEP students. We should not onty integrate the learning styles o f
our students m curriculum planning, but also in thenr assesanent.

The authors’

practical suggestions for assessing LEP students wiü be considered later on in this
thesis.
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Haiœr, F%an, Bratt, Baker, and Arnold (1999) wrote an article for the
National Council o f Bilingual Education Program Information Guide Series.

In

“Integrating Learning Styles and Skills in the ESL Classroom: An Approach to
Lesson Planning” the authors discuss several ^proaches involved in learning. They
describe four types o f learners: (1) innovative, (2) analytic, (3) common sense, and
(4) dynamic. Their thorough ana^rsis is very detailed. In addition the authors offer
several lesson plans, all o f which are organized using the criteria o f motivation,
concept development, practice, and application.
The suggestions o f Hainer, et aL, are very useful for the second language
teacher in first, understanding the types o f learning styles in the classroom, and
second, organizing effective lesson plans. One of the greatest challenges we foce is
how to construct material that wQl appty to the diversity o f our learners, and these
authors give us some constructive ideas.
Enright (1991) wrote “Supporting Children’s English Language Development
in Grade-Level and Language Classrooms” in Teaching English as a Second or
Foreign Language, edited by Celce-Murcia. According to Enright second language
learners must “continuous^ and actively engage in purposeful interactions with
speech and print in the second language environment in order to create and use new
meanings in the new language.” (p. 386). Essential to these interactions are the
foctors o f collaboration, purpose, interest, experience, support, variety, and
integration.

The author s i^ e s ts several ideas for curriculum and classroom

development to support these interactions.
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E nr^ht's anafysis wiU be very beneficial when this paper correlates student
preferences in learning with suggestions for classroom use. We must be aware o f the
many avenues to second language learning and adopt those that will work best with
our students.
ESL teachers must also consider the classroom environment and its affects on
second language learners. If we incorporate group work, we must also provide a
suitable seatmg arrangement for our students.
students’ performance.

Several other fectors may impact our

Dunn, writing in an article entitled “Redesigning the

Conventional Classroom to Respond to Learning Style Differences for Inter-Ed
(Winter, 1988) discusses various environmental considerations within our classrooms.
The author suggests that second language teachers consider types o f seating, room
arrangement, illumination, tenq)erature, noise and length o f time given to complete
assignments. Dunn gives several recommendations to accommodate these differences
within the classroom.
Dunn’s recommendations take us a step fiirther in teaching to the needs of our
students. Although it may be impossible to incorporate them all into our classroom,
we need to consider which ones we might be able to accomplish. The physical
environment o f our schools can be very constraining or uncomfortable for some o f
our students. If we are aware o f the particular preferences our students have, we may
be able to enhance their leamh% to ensure greater success for them. The specific
recommendations o f the author wiU be incorporated into Chapter 3 o f this research in

giving suggestions for ESL teachers to use in their classrooms.
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SUMMARY
In Chapter Two I presented abstracts &om literature written on learning styles
and multiple intelligences, the cultural influence o f the second language learner, and
recommendations for incorporating learning styles into the second language
classroom.

We saw evidence of the diversity and complexity o f learning styles.

Also, the role o f the ESL teacher was assessed as crucial in affecting a change to
accommodate students’ various learning styles. In Chapter Three 1 will present the
findmgs from a survey on learning style preferences 1 administered to 79 students and
discuss the results o f a questionnaire on learning styles given to teachers. 1 will
conclude with a more extensive discussion o f classroom applications to use and draw
conclusions based on the research and results of collected data.
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CHAPTER THREE - THESIS DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION
Every year the Grand Rapids Public Schools enrolls more and more languageminority students. This trend is evident both on a local and national level Hispanics
are the 6stest growing minority group in the U.S.

However, Mdide minority

enrollment is mcreasing, student academic performance is very poor (Wells, 1988).
Nationally, the graduation rate o f Hispanics is less than 60%, con^)ared to 86% for
non-Hispanics. Clearfy a problem exists. LEP children are often enrolled in schools
where content area is taught through a verbal, anafytical style (McLaughlin, 1992 and
Leung, 1994). Little consideration is given to the diversity o f learning styles o f LEP
students. An awareness and understanding of learning styles, both by the teacher and
the students, wOl positively impact the second language classroom and ensure greater
success to the language mmority learner.
This chapter looks at data collected horn student and teachers about learning
styles and student interests. The results o f the data were correlated with research
published on learning styles and second language learners.

In conclusion,

suggestions are given for accommodating leamii% styles in the second language
classroom.
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SUBJECTS
The data were gathered from students and teachers o f Stocking Elementary
School

I admmistered the survey both m bdmguai classrooms and in my ESL

classroom. Seventy-nine students in grades three through six participated. Their
English proficienqr ranged &om monolingual Spanish (Lau A) to hilfy bilingual with
English as their prominent language (Lau D). The students did not reveal their names

on the surveys but did provide demographic data. Participants came from seven
different countries; Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Dominican
Republic and Argentina. They were from nine to thirteen years old. There were 37
girls and 42 boys who participated. In addition, seven ESL and bilingual teachers
from the Grand Rapids Public School system participated.

DESIGN OF STUDY
Procedure
The students completed a survey called Learning Style Questions. They
answered 25 questions by circling “yes”, “sometimes” or “no.” The questions were
written in English. Because I was aware o f the different linguistic abilities of each
student, I allowed those who were more proficient in Ei%lish to read the questions
silentfy and answer them. For those who could not yet read or understand English, I
read the question first in English, and then in Spanish. Directions were given in both
English and Spanish.
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Instnunentation
The 25 items in the Learning Style Questions survey for students included ail
areas

of

multiple

intelligences

and

learning

styles:

verbal,

auditory,

logical/mathematical, musical, bodify/kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, field
independence, field dependence, and analytic and global processif (see Append»
A).
In addition to conq)leting the questionnaire, my sbcth-grade ESL students
completed an Attitude Inventory (see Appendix B). 1 was interested in seeing how
they would answer questions based on then feelings and perceptions, and how they
might relate to school and learning.
The third component o f my research was giving a “Learning Styles and
Student Performance” survey (see Append» C) to bilingual and ESL teachers. Each
of the teachers also completed a “Leamii^ Style and Multiple Intelligence Profile”
(see Appendix D) for five o f their students. This data focused on the same criteria as
the individual student surveys. The teachers’ responses, as well as information fix>m
the thirty-five student profiles, is summarized and discussed in this paper with
application to current research.

Data Collectioii
All o f the data were gathered durh% the months o f May and June, 2001. 1
administered the Student questionnaires first and then the interest inventories either in

their bilingual classrooms or in n y ESL class. I gave the surveys and profiles to the
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teachers to complete and return to me anonymous^ in a stançed, self-addressed
envelope.

Data Anafysis
Answers to the student questionnaires were tabulated collective^ and
percentages were computed for each answer. The teacher surveys were also tabulated
in the same manner. Results o f the student interest surveys and student profiles were
recorded and summ arized.

Significant results of all this information will appear

in graph form m this thesis (see Appendices E - L).

RESULTS
My interest in gathering this information came after reading extensively on
the importance o f the role of second language teachers in knowii^ the learners in
their classroom.

As stated by Tyacke (1998), “If, as both research and teacher

experience indicate, style preferences cause learners to reach to the language-learning
context in significantly different ways, then we, as language teachers, must make
allowances for such differences (p. 34). Tyacke’s statement is the core for the
purpose of my research. It is the teacher who must determine the learning styles o f
the LEP students, and then provide meaningful ways to achieve success for them to
leam English.
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Tyacke warns us of possible problems we may incur in identifyii^ the
learning styles o f our students. It is very important that we recognize them as they
^ p ^ to our classroom T h ^are;
1. Learning styles are complex and the overall learning profile o f a
student may be difficult to analyze.
2. Students may use different learning styles in different contexts,
depending on its value to the educatk>nal goal
3. A methodological bias may exist, inçosed ly the teacher or
educational system 6voring one kind o f learner over the other.
(p. 35).
We need to evaluate the variety o f learning styles that each o f our students
possess. My survey was the first step m this process. The teacher evaluations gave
me additional input.

Recognizing the inq)ortance o f identifying leamh% styles is

crucial What SavHle-Troike (1972) stated almost 30 years ago is as true today as it
was then:
Placing children with varied background and needs in the same
classroom by no means inches that they should have exactly the
same classroom experiences. All teachers should strive toward
meeting the individual weds o f students and should adjust to
varied rates o f learning and levels o f interest (p. 9).
Clearly, all second langu%e teachers need to heed SaviHe-Troike's advice with their
LEP students. The first step to take in discerning the interests of our students is to
find out about their mdividual learning styles. That was the reason for creating and
administering my survey.
This thesis examines the impact o f learning styles on second language
learning. According to Brown (1994) second langu%e learning is a complex process
and involves an infinite number o f variables. Brown defines language as “^stem atic
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and generative, visual and vocal, arbitrary symbols used for communicatfon in a
speech community” (p. 5).

The author describes learning as “an acquisition of

information, inq)^ii% memory, practice and a change in behavior” (p. 7). Many
researchers and educators have taken the terms “language learning” a step further and
developed modes and criteria for practical usage.
One o f the most prolific research teams in the area of learning styles is Dunn
and Dunn (1975, 1988, and 1996). They believe that learning style consists of four
sthnuli with 18 different elements. The foUowh% is a listh% these stimuli and the
corresponding elements for each one (Dunn & Dunn, 1975);
1. Immediate Environment: sound, light, temperature, classroom
design
2. Emotional Make-up: motivation, persistence, responsibility,
structure
3. Sociological Reaction to People: peers, self pair, team, adult,
varied
4. Physical Being: perceptual, intake, time of day to leam, mobility
(p. 75)
The learning styles developed and researched by the Dunns are as diverse as
each one of our second language learners. These students come to our schools from
different countries and varied learning experiences.
Gardner (1991) developed a different method o f defining learning styles when
he created his theory o f Multiple Intelligences (MI).
verbal/linguistic,

logical/mathematical,

spatial,

These intelligences are:

musical,

bodify/kinesthetic,

interpersonal and intrapersonal (p. 12). Many researchers and educators use these
seven intelligences to develop lesson plans and curriculum. This thesis includes some
o f these suggestions.
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Another way to describe the second language learner is using the terms &ld
independence and field dependence. A field independent learner can distinguish the
parts fix)m the whole, can easity concentrate on something, and is competitive and
self-confident.

A field dependent learner looks at the total picture and is more

socialized, interpersonal, and compliant (Brown, 1994 and Ehrman, 1998).
Barrow and Milbum (1990) remind us that everyone receives and processes
information differently.

They suggest that we consider the conditions when our

students leam most effective^.

When I designed nay student survey I included

questions that were indicators o f the Dunn’s learning style components, Gardner’s
Muhÿle Intelligences, and field independence and field dependence. In addition, the
surveys and student profiles were also comprised o f questions based on these criteria.

DISCUSSION
Verbal/Linguistic Styles
Less than one-third (30%) of students indicated a preference for a
verbal/linguistic leammg style on the survey (see Appendix E). This intelligence
requires cognitive skills that they may not yet have in English. 1 observed in n y
classroom this year that rry students least prefer this style.
However, one o f the problems in schools today is on the en^)hasis o f visual
and verbal delivery systems such as lectures, worksheets, written papers and graphic
organizers (Christison,1996).

Schools may think that LEP students have gained

proficiency in English because o f high scores in oral assessment, but, as McLaughlin
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(1992) cautions us, we need to be aware that these lang u ie minority students may
have language problems in reading and writing that are not apparent if their oral
abilities are used to determine their proficiency. Leung (1994) believes that if our
schools continue this tendency toward verbal and anafytical zqiproaches to thfnkrng
and problem solving, the LEP student will quite possibly fidl in school

The

previously presented statistics o f high student fiulure can be attributed partfy to the
verbalty-based assessments.
In spite o f the 6 ct that many LEP students do not succeed as well in verbal
activities, our school curriculum, even that o f ESL classes, continues to be based on
the written word in textbooks. According to KinseOa and Sherak (1998) many ESL
textbooks "do not provide a forum in which all students, regardless o f their learning
strengths, will be engaged and productive” (p. 94). LeweDing (1991) also asserts
textbooks that contain context-reduced language will provide limited contextual
information or extralinguistic support for our students.
We see in classrooms today various traditional activities such as reading a
passage in a text, answering questions about it, writing a paragraph for review, and
taking a spelling quiz based on new vocabulary. August and Hakuta (1998) believe
that such linguisticalfy-based activities have a mainstream bias gainst language
minority students because o f problems with English vocabulary and grammatical
structure. It is not difficult to understand vfoy 70% o f the students I surveyed did not
have a preference for a verbal leammg style. We set these students up for fitihire
when we onfy use these activitfes.
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McLaughlin (1992) writes that families fix>m minority backgrounds have
different ways o f communicating and using language. US schools emphasize the
language functions o f deduction and anafysis that predominate in mainstream
femilies.

In langu^e-minority families there is not as much use o f language in

information testing through questions that characterize the teaching-learning process
that we find in both urban and suburban middle class homes.
In addition, according to Valdés (1996) parent support and involvement in
verbal/lmguistic activities is very difficult for language-minority femQies.

The

majority o f our parents do not speak English. The Hispanic culture believes that
education at home should stress respect and values, not the middle class focus on
schooling and learning. It is almost impossible for students to get help at home if
their teacher assigns a homework project involving reading, writing, and anafytical
reasoning.
It would be much better if teachers gave students alternative methods to use.
Lightbown and Spada (1998) believe that
Certain ways of approaching a task are more successfiil for one
person than a rx )t^ and that when learners are given some
fieedom to choose their preferred way o f learning th ^ will do
better than those who find themselves forced to leam in
environments where a learning style vfoich does not suit them is
hnposed as the only way to leam (p. 41).
The student profiles conq)Ieted by the teachers observed verbal/linguistic
ability in 50% o f the students. This total was higher than the students’ preferences. I
think that because many teachers emphasize this inteOigeiKe in class they see more
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evidence o f its use. Teachers have been trained in an ana^dkalfy, deductive style and
win often teach in the same manner in > ^ ch they learned.

Auditory and Bod% Kinesthetic Styles
In contrast to a verbal style o f learning, 57% o f students preferred auditory
learning styles and 58% preferred bodily/kmesthetic styles (see Appendix F). In my
ESL class, and in other bilingual classes I observed, most of the content is taught and
practiced in an auditory manner.

Sound discrimination is one o f the first things

practiced by LEP students. They practice basic, survival phrases in English. Poems,
chants and rhymes are all used ft)r the auditory learner. Zentella (1998) recommends
that one way o f fecilitating students to use English is to get them to talk more. The
author states that “to stimulate purposeful communication, teachers should deemphasize unnatural repetition drills, fill-in sheets, and decontextualized lessons on
punctuation and grammar” (p. 280).
Griggs and Dunn (1996) in their research on learning styles o f HispanicAmerican students found that their greatest strength in perception is kinesthetic and
students preferred an informal seating airai^ement that allowed for mobility in the
classroom. A survey conducted by Reid (1998) on second lang u ie learners found
that the majority of them preferred kinesthetic learning. WOkens (1990) states that
kinesthetic learners enjoy building, touching and gesturing and can leam through role
play, dram a and sports and games. Given the popularity o f these activitfes in my
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classroom, it is easy to see how many o f my students prefer a kinesthetic learning
style.

Spatial and Logical/Mathematical Styles
LEP students have a tendency toward achievement m the domains o f logical/
mathematical and spatial domains. Over two-thirds (69%) o f students I surveyed
expressed a preference for these areas. Teachers reported that twenty-one o f thirtyfive students (66%) demonstrated preference with these learning styles (see Appendix
G). The mainstream teachers of n y ESL teachers almost always tell me that our
students do very well in math. In feet, many are at the top o f their class. They are
able to bring past educational experience in math into the classroom.
Saville-Troike (1975) reminds us that even though our second language
students do not demonstrate proficiency in linguistk abilities they come to our
classroom with many highly developed skills. This author states
One must keep in mind that second lai%uage learners are neither
dumb nor stupid. They merely lack fecility to communicate fiieefy
in the languie. They do not know certain cultural clues and
symbols, but they have logic, life experiences, previous
educational experience, emotfons, preferences, problems and skills
(p. 66).
I saw evidence many times with my students that although they are not yet proficient
in verbal/linguistic skills, they are very accomplished in the logical/mathanatical and
spatial intelligences.
Cesar was a sixth grade student o f mine. He would fiiequently talk with me
about woddng out math problems with his dad. Cesar’s dad could not speak English,
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but helped bis son in math. In Act, Cesar was de%hted when his dad shared with
him an innovative procedure to solve a problem and he proudly demonstrated this
procedure in class to us.
Equalfy talented was Jorge, another sixth-grader. Jorge spent all his free time
drawing. He was very skilled in pencil sketching. Jorge’s drawings revealed another
side o f him that was not evident in the daify schedule o f academics.

He was

extreme^ proud o f his Mexican heritage, and expressed a deep religious conviction.
One o f the best projects fr>r Jorge this year was bis creation o f a three-dimensional
science project.

Jorge’s mainstream teacher was very perceptive in making

allowances for Jorge’s preferred learning style to complete a unit assessment.
WOkens (1996) suggests that learners who prefer logical/mathematical and
spatial preferences m learning styles will demonstrate strengths in working with
numbers, patterns and graphs, puzzles, computers, color and design. Educators will
be able to successfully eng*%e their LEP students if they offer these choices m
learning style in the classroom.

Cognitive and Affective Styles
If we are to understand learning styles conq)letety, we must consider the
principles o f cognitive and affective styles. According to Oxford (1989) a cognitive
style involves processing new information, analyzing and classifying, whOe an
affective style is linked to emotions or attitudes. Barrow and Milbum (1990) define
the cognitive domain as one o f memory and reasoning and using problem-solving.
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comprehension and recaO. The affective domain focuses on attitudinal, emotional
development and mterests and values. Brown (1994) helfeves that second language
learners will use both styles. The author states
Learning styles mediate between emotion and cognition. People’s
learning styles are determined by the way th ^ mtemalize their
total environment, and since that internalization process is not
strictly cognitive, we find that p in e a l, affective, and cognitive
domains merge in learning styles (p. 105)
Brown, in research completed with various ethnicities, concludes that, “The Hispanic
orientation is more affectively centered with a passive, relational, and intuitive view”
(p. 166).

Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Styles
Two domains o f leamii^ style that are influenced by affective foctors are
interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. Simpson (2000) gives definitions for
these two styles
1. Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to recognize how others feel
and to respond appropriate^, or to have good people skills.
2. Intrapersonal intelligence is the capacity to recognize one’s inner
thou^ts and feelings and to respond approprâtety to that
understandn% (pp. 30-31).
WOkens (1996) writes that interpersonal mtelligence involves one’s ability to
deal with other people with strengths in perception and feelings. The author defines
intrapersonal intelligence as self-knowledge and the ability to identify one’s own
feelmgs and moods.
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These two intelligences were equally ranked at 64% each on the student
survey questions (see ^ypendkes H and I). My observatk>ns o f students conclude
that they do demonstrate the ability to use both mteOigences.

They are very

introspective in processor and reacting to information. They readify share their
strengths and weaknesses and have set personal goals for accomplishment. On the
other hand, these students love to spend time with friends, helpii^ them in class and
working in group activities. Many participate on a sports team at school They are
very social both in the classroom and on the playground.
The second language teachers ranked interpersonal over intrapersonal skills
by two to one (83% to 43%) in their student profiles (see Appendix H and I).

Our

students realty excel and demonstrate their interpersonal skills at every grade level
One o f the most positive examples o f this occurs when a new LEP student enrolls in
school s/he is immediately welcomed by other students. My students always tell me
when there is a new student m school They are eager to ensure that the new student
become acclimated as soon as possible to their new school

Field Independence versus Field Dependence Styles
Second language learners can be field independent or field dependent.
Ehrman (1998) defines field independence as the “ability to distinguish and isolate
sensory experiences fix>m the surrounding sensor hq>ut” (p. 63). Field independent
learners are task oriented rather than people orfonted. T k y interact with others in a
cool rather than warm, way. Ehrman defines field dependence as the absence o f field
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independence. The author describes the field dependent learner as being
interpersonal^ oriented, compliant and dependent on external structure.
Brown (1994) anafyzes field independent learners as competitive and selfconfident. They are often "more successfiil in second language learning” (p. 107).
On the other hand, field dependent learners are much more socialized and tend to
derive their identity ftom persons around them.

Oxfiird (1989) writes that field

independent learners can more eas% separate key details fixim a complex background
and are strong in analytical reasoning, but field dependent learners have a more
difBcuh time performing these tasks.
Brown (1994) contends that the succKs o f field independent and dependent
learners depends on the type o f assessment used with thenL

Field independent

students wiU perform well with drills, exercises and tests, while field dependent
students do better in natural, authentic, foce-to-foce communication. According to
Leung (1994) schools have a tendency to teach toward field independence rather than
field dependence learning styles and incorporate more conq>etition than cooperative
experiences.
Closely related to field independence and dependence is analytical versus
global processmg. Oxford (1989) contends that a second lai%u%e learner’s style
could be better described using global versus anafytic instead o f field independence
versus, dependence. Global versus anafytic is similar to the constructs o f left and
right bram hemisphere ftmctioning.

The left hemisphere is logical, anafytical.
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mathematrcal and linear while the r%ht hemisphere is visual, auditory, hoHstk, and
emotionaL Brown (1994) con^jares the two in stating
...intuitive observation o f learners and conclusions o f studies o f
both hemispheric preference and field independence show a strong
relationship. Thus, in dealing with either type o f cognitive style,
we are dealing with two styles that are highty parallel (p. 110)
Brown offers an observation about teaching LEP students: "By appealing too strongty
to left-brain processes, past methods were inadequatety stimulating important rightbrain processes in the language classroom” (p. 109).
Matty researchers in this study believe that the Hispanic student tends to
demonstrate greater learning preferences for global, field dependent, right-brained
processing. (Grigg & Dunn, 1996; Zentella, 1998; Brown, 1994). In my su rv ^ 64%
of students fevored field dependence but only 35% preferred field independence (see
Appendix J and K).

This data supports the conclusions o f previously discussed

research. The student profiles by the teachers revealed that 70% o f their learners
preferred field dependence but only 30% preferred field mdependence.

It is

significant that both the student surveys and teacher profiles both %reed on the
strengths and preference o f field dependence/global/ right-brained processing.

This

points to the need for our schools to adapt more activities to accommodate this
learning style in the curriculum. We would benefit fiom KinseOa’s (1996) suggestion
to schools
Knowledge o f students’ learning and woric styles can thus help us
to design curriculum with an equitable range o f activities that
enable all students to be comfortable as learners, while also
stretching them to remain and persKt confidentty whh new tasks
and groupings (p. 30).
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Musical Style
Students who prefer a musical style Hke to sing, hum, play instruments, and
general^ to respond to music (WiDcens, 1996). Music is a natural component to
kinesthetic learning as well as interpersonal learning styles. Music is used to get
students relaxed, activated and ready fer a lesson.

It can be performed in the

students’ native language or English (Enright, 1991).

My students enjoy learning

songs in English and teaching me songs in Spanish. Many songs we sing in our
classes have accompaigring hand and body motions to engage the learners
kinestheticalfy.

As previous^ discussed, Hispanfe students prefer an informal

classroom arrai%ement and the opportunity to move around.

Music can be a

“universal language” to assist LEP students in learning English. As Enright (1991)
states in referring to the hnportance of music in the classroom, “ESL students are
more likely to leam English in addition to content when they engage in activities
centering on one or more o f these kinds of authentic uses o f speech” (p. 387).
Judging from my own students’ interest in music, it was no surprise to me to
discover that 68% o f the student surveys indicated a preference for a musical learning
style (see Appendix L). However, it was a surprise to leam that teachers ranked onfy
32% o f students showing musical preferences. Possibfy this could be explained by
the lack o f time devoted to music in the classroouL Organized music instmction is
only scheduled for 30 minutes per classroom every other week in my school It is up
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to each individual teacher to incorporate more time for music in the classroom which
is sometimes a difGcuh task to do.

Implications
According to the results o f surveys administered to 79 students, the greatest
preferences in learning styles were spatial, logical/mathematical, musical, field
dependent and interpersonal and intrapersonaL The student profiles conq)Ieted by
second language teachers indicated that the majority of observed students tended to
prefer interpersonal, bodi^Vldnesthetic and lii%uistic learning styles. Even though
these were the predominant learning styles, the surveys and profiles showed that
every style and intelligence is used by one student or the other, and that students use a
variety o f styles in the classroom.

If we consider Gardner’s established seven

different intelligence, Dunns’ eighteen variations of learning style, plus field
independence/dependence, global versus analytical processing, and left and right
brain hemispheres, we have an abundance of m ode and methods our students can
and do use to leam English.
Oxford (1989) sta te that our learning style encompass not only cognitive
style, but also attitude and interests and the tendency to seek situations compatible
with our own style and avoid those that are not. The survey foldings indicate that
indeed this is happening in n y school As educators, we must remember that the
success o f our students depends on maiy foctors. Hainer, Fagan, Bratt, Baker and
Arnold (1990) in anafyzing LEP students remind us that their academic success is
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influenced by emotional, biologkal, psychological and cultural Actors.

It is

important for second language teachers to provide learning experiences thatare
assessable to all students with all learning preferences. We need to bufld on their
experience o f leammg through preferred styles Wiile at the same time extend the
range o f styles available to them.
Clearfy it is the teachers’ responsibility to know their students’ learning styles
and adapt their teaching styles according^. I will discuss accommodations for the
classroom later in this chapter. Freeman and Freeman (1992) clarify the teacher’s
responsibility with learning styles in the classroom:
We want to center instruction on the learner, and that means being
sensitive to the ways o f learning that students bring with them to
school We want to celebrate diversity o f all kinds including
diverse ways o f learning, aixi help our students develop cognitive
flexibility, the ability to learn m different ways in different
situations. We can do this by using a variety o f teaching methods
and giving students choices in what they leam and how they go
about learning it (p. 145).
If we want to ensure the success of our LEP students it is imperative that as
second language teachers our focus is on our learners. It is apparent that what is
bappenn% in schools today is not working with language-minority students. We have
M ed them in the classroom by following a curriculum that does not make
allowances for diversity o f learning styles.

Teacher Learning Style S u rv is
Thus fer, I have discussed the results o f the student surveys and the teacher
profiles o f students. Another component in my research was a Learning Styles and
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Student Performance questionnaire given to second language teachers. The twentyfive questfons on the survey addressed identifying learning styles, students’ use o f
them, the effect o f classroom environment on learning, and the teacher’s
responsibility (see Appendix C).

Seven teachers p a rtic ^ e d in the survey. The

answer choices were: strongly agree, agree, disagree and strongly disagree.
Six o f the teachers (86%) agreed or strongly agreed that teachers should
administer a leamh% styles survey to their students at the beginning o f the year to
find out their strengths and weaknesses and to encourage their students to use their
preferred learning style. Cheng and Banya (1998) believe that teachers need to make
a conscious effort to be aware o f their students’ leamii^ styles and make sure that
students are also conscious o f how they leam. Kinsella and Sherak (1998) also
advocate that surveys be given at the beginning o f the year to give students an
opportunity to respond to their preferred approaches to learning. They recommend
that the teacher follow up this activity with a class discussion on learning styles. We
can leam a substantial amount o f information fix)m these surveys that will not onfy
help us identify our students’ preferences, but also aide in our classroom planning.
Accordh% to Kinsella (1996), “Knowledge o f students’ learning and work styles can
help us to design curricula with an equitable range o f activities that enable all students
to be comfortable as learners, while also stretching them to remain engaged and
persist comfortabfy with new tasks and groupings” (p. 30).
Another method to use to identify our students’ learning styles is to administer
a language learning history to students.

With this activity the students answer
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questions based on their prevbus language learning. Oxford and Green (1996)
suggest that the teacher lead a brainstorming session with students to formulate
questions. The following are exanq>ies o f questions for a language leammg history;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Where dki you leam English in the past?
How long Mve you been learning English?
How do you like to leam?
Do you like to study by yourself or with others?
Describe a good e}q)erience you had learning English.
What was a bad experience?
What advice would you give to language teachers?
What advice would you give to language students? (p. 20)

Teachers can share their own language learning experience with students as a way of
modeling the process for the class. The authors write:
At this point the teacher often shares his or her own language
learning history with the group, either oralfy or in writing, sparing
no details and including even the times of seeming^ tragic
embarrassment, (pp. 20-23).
I found that when I relate personal stories about my own language learning I engage
my students’ interests. Often they feel more relaxed to contribute to the conversation
when they hear that their teacher has made mistakes and has tieen confused alx>ut the
peculiar nuances o f a foreign language. They become the experts in Spanish for me
and are happy to oblige when I need help with a Spanish word.
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Instnictioa and Assessment
All (100%) o f the teachers disagreed or strongly disagreed that students leam
information in the same way and believed students change their learning styles during
the course o f the school year. We must know who our student are, recognize their
strengths and encourage them to a d ^ t their learning styles to different experiences in
the classroom.

Tannenbaum (1996) encourages second language teachers to

emphasize their students’ strengths, or what they know, rather than their weakness, or
what they don’t know. Once we identify our students’ preferences we can design
effective instructional methods.

Dunn and Dunn (1975) recommend “materials

should be introduced through each individual’s strongest perceptual sense and
reinforced through supplementary ones” (p. 89).
It is leammg styles that clearfy influence the outcome o f whether our LEP
students succeed or not in class. Our acknowledgement o f their diversity is essential
Oxford (1989) maintains that these language learning styles appear to be among the
most important variables that influence the performance of our students in a second
language.
As previously discussed, neither school curriculum nor textbooks provide for
differences in leamii% styles. AO (100%) o f the teacher responses strongfy agreed or
agreed to this. Christison (1996) states that in using onfy the current methods of
visual and verbal clues, “teachers can mks the elusive qualities o f learning
demonstrated by some o f our ESL/EFL students who are not strongfy verbal or
visuaT (p. 10). I observed the frustrations o f both second language and mainstream
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teachers in working with LEP students. Our schools today simpfy do not recognize
that language-minority students are not equçped to readify adapt to tedbooks and
testing based solefy on visual and verbal delivery systems. We are shortchanging
these students and setting them up for foilure. Unless we alter our methods this
adverse situation will continue. Teachers with LEP students can begin in their own
classroom to introduce alternative methods o f learning. I will offer suggestions o f
accommodations to use later in this chapter.
The

student

surveys

revealed

learning

style

preferences

toward

bocUfyAdnesthetic, field dependence and a global, right-brained, interpersonal
approach. According to the Dunns (1975 and 1988) and Griggs and Dunn (1996),
such preferences impact the physical environment o f the classroom. They maintain
that our Hispanic learners tend to prefer a more informal seating arrangement with
allowances for movement and mobility. They respond positively to a bright
environment with stimulating activity centers. The teacher surveys concur on the
constructive effect o f these criteria.

They all (100%) agree an informal seating

arrangement that promotes group work is ideal, rather than one where students sit m
straight rows. Ninety percent agree on the importance of bright, stimulating colors
and classroom decorations.
I noticed these preferences in my ESL classroom. My students are happiest
and woric the most productively when they are seated in an arrangement that gives
them the opportunity to fece and interact with each other. The emphasis is taken off
me, the teacher, and centered on them, the students. Often I become a part o f this
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seating arrangement and sit down in an enq)^ desk among the rest o f the students. In
addition, I noticed that my students are stimulated ly the manipulatives and
decorations in the classroom that become a part o f their learning style.
The teachers' profiles of students did not rank musical intelligence as a strong
learning style preference observed in their students (33%). As indicated previous^,
this may be because o f the lack of time and fecflMes for music activities within the
school day. However, in their Learning Styles and Performance surveys sbc of the
seven teachers strongly %reed or agreed that their students participate more when
they incorporate rhythm and movement into then lessons, and also that playing music
in the classroom strongfy benefits the students’ performance. Dunn (1988) agrees
with these observations that our global Hispanic learners ‘^think more lucidly with
sound - music or background talking” (p. 38). Gardner (1991) also included musical
intelligence as one o f his leammg theories.
In all o f n y ESL classes, regardless o f the students’ level o f proficiency,
music is a fim and stimulating activity. I always play classical music softly in the
background. My students expect this addition o f music, and if 1 forget to turn on the
radio, they remind me to do so. 1 find that especially for n y brand-new students who
know very little English, music is the universal language. They show little inhibition
in participating when we sing or chant a so% together. If the song also has motions,
then the kinesthetic learner wiH be ei%%ed as weft. When we sing a song in Spanish
Toy students are delighted to be able to use their first language in school, and feel
even more a part o f the Wiofe group.
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AU o f the teachers (100%) strong)^ agreed or agreed that the time o f day for
instruction hnpacts student learning style and performance.

In their research on

Hispanic American students, Griggs and Durrn (1996) found that these students peak
in the late morning and afternoon. The implkation here for teaching is to structure
our classroom instruction to accommodate this preference.
The responsibility o f educators in recogn^mg and teaching to LEP students’
preferred learning styles is essential Zentella (1998) tells us, ‘Teachers are urged to
teach from strengths by building upon what their students know how to say and do
and upon the various ways in which children leam in order to make them proficient in
others which are mdispensable in the dominant society” (p. 279). According to
Tyake (1998), ‘Recognizing learning style differences is only the first stage,
however. Teachers must also provide appropriate learning paths in terms o f syllabus
design, choice o f materais and alternative assessments o f proficiency” (p. 34).
Teachers strong]^ agreed or agreed (100%) to the survey questions that
suggested integrating different learning styles into lesson plans unproves student
interest and performance.

They also believed (100%) that assessment should

incorporate multiple learning styles.

Effective assessments for LEP students,

however, are not always available for us to use.
August and Hakuta (1998) discuss the problems o f assessment for languageminority children. If standard assesanents based on verbal/linguistic ability are used,
tl^re are “potential validity and reliability problems for English lan g uie learners”
(p. 41). Geisinger and Carlson (1992) claim that tests for LEP students should be
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property developed, normed, reliable and validated. The problem, according to all
these researchers, is that thus 6 r there has not been adequate numbers o f lan g u ie
minority students mcluded m reliability and validation testing. Onty limited evidence
exists to address these criteria.
August and Hakuta (1998) describe student assessment materials as being
biased against language minority students. These biases are:
1. Norming bias: Small numbers o f minorities are included m the
samples for reliability and validation.
2. Content bias: The test content and procedures are a reflection
of the dominant culture’s standards o f lai%uage function and
shared knowledge o f behavior.
3. Lmguistic and cultural bias: There are adverse effects with
timed testmg, difflculty with the English vocabulary and an
impossible situation o f detecting what bilingual students know
in their two languages (p. 41).
These biases all negatively affect our second language learners and are a detriment to
their learning.
Tyake (1998) suggests that we should be more flexible in our assessments and
include a variety of procedures. This author maintains that we should provide “test
types and test items that allow for different style accessibility” (p. 44). Tannenbaum
(1996) recommends that our focus for LEP students should be on documenting their
individual growth over a period o f time, rather than constantly conq>aring students to
one another.
An effective way o f testing our students is using authentic assessments.
August and Hakuta (1998) give the following suggestfons as recommendations for
this type o f assessment:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Oral interviews
Story retelling
Simulations
Directed dialogues
Picture cues
Teacher observation checklists
Student self^vahiations
Port&lios (p. 42)

In using these methods we avoid the mainstream biases o f current established
testing and obtain a more complete evaluation of our students’ abilities. The authors
present one caveat to these methods. “Authentic assessments are both more difBcult
to administer and less objective^ scored than traditional assessments, but they do
reflect the important view that language pro&iency is multi&ceted and varies
according to the task demands and content area domain” (p. 42). Tannenbaum (1996)
also believes that these alternative assessments can hold great promise for our LEP
students, and even though they present challenges to us in development and
administration, the benefits are great for both teachers and students.

Summary of Student and Teacher S u rv is
Thus for, 1 have analyzed the results of student learning preference surveys,
teacher profiles o f observed learning styles and teacher surveys on learning styles and
performance with respect to existing research. Student’ results indkate a preference
for bodily/kinesthetic, spatial, logical/mathematical, field dependent musical and
mterÆitro personal leamh% styles.

Teacher observations rank interpersonal,

bodüÿ/kinesthetic and verbal/lmguistic as the most preferred ly their students.
Teachers %reed that students should be encouraged to use their own learning styles.
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that lesson plannœg, assessment and classroom design should incorporate various
learning styles, and that textbooks are not written to accommodate diverse learning
styles. My research clearfy demonstrates that students have definite preferences for
learning, and often prefer using different ways to learn.

Teachers agree that

recognition o f learning styles is important and adopting lessons to diverse
mtelligences is essential. At the same time, they recognize that current educational
materials are geared mostly toward the verbal/linguistic student.

If we are to

successful teach to our second language students we must change our curriculum to
meet their needs. To improve achievement in our LEP students, it is hnperative that
schools institute these changes.

Cultural Impact
The next section o f this research examines cultural issues that impact the
education o f language minority students. Findings fix)m the Attitude Inventories (see
Appendix B) given to sixth graders are discussed along with existing research in the
field.
As stated by Soto, Smrekarand and Nekcovei (1999), “Our willingness to
view children’s home language and culture as an inqx)rtant resource is an opportunity
to enhance our nation’s mission for a democratic society.” It is essential that we
recognize and include in our curriculum the diverse element of our students’ culture.
Accordh% to Leung (1994) the search for an explanation of just Wiat the
impact o f culture is on our LEP students’ achievement has been given much attention.
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I find that in many conversatk>ns whh ânodUes o f n y langtiage-mmority students, it is
very clear that they fü% support schools and know the siçortance o f education on
their children’s future. The fitther of one of my sixth grade Hispanic students told me
that he never attended axy school while growing up in Mexico, but was making sure
that aH five o f his children would conq>lete their education in Grand Riqaids. These
parents want a better life for their children. Leung (1994) believes that language
minority groups view schooling as a connection to attainh% benefits in society such
as finding good jobs, makmg m on^ and being successful

The majority o f n y

students (70%) described school on their Attitude Inventory in terms o f being “good,
fun, important and cool”
If we are to embrace the culture o f our LEP students it is very important for us
to encourage their fiunilies to participate in school planning and activities. According
to Cummins (1991) in spite of parents’ high aspirations for their children, they do not
know how to help them academical^. Cummins recommends that teachers work to
communicate regularly with parents, either by writing in their home language
themselves, or enlisting the help o f other teachers, paraprofessionals or parents who
might be able to help. I saw evidence o f this during the past year at my school
Mainstream teachers took great efforts to enlist the help o f bilingual teachers to
translate letters and information that was sent to the homes o f their LEP students.
Although the results o f the Attitude Inventories indkated positive opinfons
about schools, none o f the students viewed reading as a fevored activity.

In

describing how they felt when they had to read, th ^ used words like “scared.
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nervous, and angry." In research discussed previous^, LEP students struggle in
school whh these activhies that are verbal/linguistic. Second langu%e teachers are
Êicing a real dilemma in that currKulum and assessments generally are organized
with this mainstream approach. ZenteOa (1998) warns us
We may satisfy ourselves that the primary responsibility of
education is to stress the code o f wider communication, standard
English, and mainstream language games. But the traditional
approach has been found wanting for mainstream as well as nOur
mainstream students, causing expensive special education
programs to proliferate. Unless schools change radically, we lost
the opportunity to teach large numbers o f diverse chilthen in the
ways in which they excel, and which help build a more just society
(p. 284).
Another area significant to cultural understanding o f Hispanic students on the
Attitude Inventories focused on what they liked to do for a “good time.” All o f the
answers (100%) indicated activities that included being with others. Examples of
these that were given are “parties, school, sports, friends and femilies.” In addition,
when asked to describe somethn% they could not understand, or what makes them
feel badfy, 70% o f the answers involved sociocultural relations. Examples o f their
answers are “why people are mean, why people fight, gettkg in trouble whh my
femily, why people talk about me, problems whh n y friends.”

These answers

support research by Griggs and Dmm (1996) on Hispanic students. They found that
they are field dependent, interpersonal and do best when working whh others.
A third in^wrtant fector was that 70% o f the responses indicated the
in ertan ce o f femify relationships. T h ^ wrote that they most worried about their
femify. Also, th ^ wished their moms and dads would not as much so they would be
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able to spend more time at Imme. They indkated that parental approval was very
hnportant and wanted their parents to feel proud o f them.
Quite often in class this year my students shared femify storks with me. They
let me know about birthdays, weddings aiKi other celefeations in their femify. We
talked about femify members still in Mexico or Honduras and plans for femify
reunions. It was essential to them their classroom behavior was acceptable to me and
that I would impart positive comments about them at conferences. I was always
delighted to meet nearfy all o f the parents o f n y students at conferences, in addition
to aunts, uncks, grandparents and friends who all came along.
According to Griggs and Dunn (1996) Hispanic Americans are united by
customs, language, religion and values. The authors state that even though there is
great diversity among all Hispanics
One characteristic that is o f paramount importance in most
Hispanic cultures is femify commitment, which involves loyalty, a
strong support system, a belkf that a child’s behavkr reflects on
the honor of the femily, a hierarchical order among siblings, and a
duty to care for femify members.
Valdés (1996) writes that the Mexican culture has clearfy defined roles for each
femify member. The femify unit is very stroi% and supportive and the adults are the
cultural mediators m their children’s lives and a great influence on their kaming.
To promote greater achievement with our LEP students we can clearfy see that
acknowledgement o f culture is essentiaL We must realize that our Hispanic femilies
support our efforts in educating their children, but often do not know how to help
their children. It is our responsibilify to communicate with them as much as possibk.
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Récognition o f our students’ preference m engaging in activities that promote group
interaction is vital We see in the Hispanic culture that social involvement is very
important. Finalfy, we must be aware of the magnitude of femify relations with our
LEP students.

They are concerned and sometimes worrfed about their femilfes.

Recognition and respect from their femify members is essentml to them. When we
become aware o f all o f these cultural fectors we will better know our Hispanic
learners.

In so doing, we can more efifectivefy design classroom learnmg and

assessment activities that will ensure greater achievement and thereby help to
promote success in their attainment of educational goals.

Classroom Accommodations for Learning Styles
Once we recognize the need to include learning styles as an integral part of
our classroom instruction, and we develop an awareness o f the cultural diversity of
our students, we need to determine how and vfeat we will do in lesson planning.
Hainer, et aL (1990) assert that how to improve delivery o f our instruction has been
one of our major concerns as we come fece-to-fece with the every growii% and ever
changing LEP student population. Freeman and Freeman (1992) also believe that
“teachers and administrators want to do what is best for all children, but fiequentfy
they are unprepared for students who come feom different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds and do not speak English” (p. 5).
The first activity mary researchers recommend is to determine just what
learning style we as teachers prefer and i^ifeh ones we currentfy use m our second
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language classrooms. Chrisdson (1996) suggests that we identify all the activities we
use m class and categorize them. We can track what we are domg m our lesson
planning and teaching by using a chart or a checklist with each intelligence listed.
WOkens (1996) adds
It is helpful to identify intelligences within ourselves and to
understand how these intelligences are manifested in order to fUfy
recognize them in our students.
Understandii% our own
intelligence also helps us to concentrate on those areas that might
be low for us but are necessary for some o f our students (p. 7).
Christison (1996) proposes that we chart activities over a two-week period. Then we
win be able to take steps to incorporate what we didn’t use into our lesson plans.
The preferred learning styles o f teachers affect their teaching.

WiDcens

correlates the seven Multiple Intelligences with approaches to teaching. They are:
1.

Verbal/linguistic learner: stresses a curriculum based on
language- reading, writing and speaking, but will need to
make allowances for other learner preferences.
2. Logical/mathematical learner: concentrates on concepts that
are logical and abstract, but will have to accommodate the
artistic learner.
3. Visual/spatial learner: will create visual, creative, artistic
opportunities, but will need to build in activities for the
linguistic learner.
4. Boddy/kioesthetfe teamen will have a room full o f thmgs to
manipulate and encourage movement, but will be a challenge
to the logical, intrapersonal learner.
5. Musical leamen tends to have a relaxed atmosphere with
emphasis on musical and Aythmic activities, but needs a
balance for those not musicalfy inclined.
6. Interpersonal leamen generalfy uses cooperative learning
where students interact, but will need to cultivate respect for
the introverted student.
7. In tr^rso n al leamen will not be used as much in class, but
rather for personal times. This learner will have more
understanding for students who have trouble functioning in
groups (p. 10).
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Once we have determined our own learning styles, the next step is to
adminBter a survey or questionnahe to our students. One o f the most wuiely used
instruments was the Team ing Styles Inventory” developed by the Dunns. It is a
100-item survey and it attempts to identify a wide range o f environmental, emotional,
sociological and physical learning style preferences. Many other surveys are also
available, or a teacher could use self<neated materials. (See Appendices N, O and P.)
The next step is teaching your students about learning styles. There are many
ways to do this by incorporating different learning styles in your mstruction. An
initial activity to begin this instruction is to create a problem and brainstorm as many
solutions as possible. The class can be divided into groups with each group given a
different learning style to use in solving a problem. (Christison, 1996) A sample
question could be, “What could you do to help someone vdio has lost money?”
Simpson (2000) suggests beginning a unit on learning styles by first creating a
visual diagram resembling a pie or pizza with each piece labeled as a different
learning style. Students can see words and symbols to depict each one. Sinq>le
questions accompany the illustrations to further explam them such as, “Can you speak
and write? (linguistic), “How much is two plus two?” (logical), and “Can you draw a
picture of a flower?” (spatial).

If we present learning styles in a very informal,

comfertable manner, students will be more at ease in learning them.
Another suggestion is to write a letter to parents explaining multiple
intelligences to them, and inferming them that their child’s class will he using several
ways to leam during the school year. T hs activity reinferces the need to mchide our
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LEP parents in our planning and keep conmnmkation open between home and
school
We can create centers in our classrooms to promote each intelligence.
WOkens (1996) gives the following examples o f types o f centers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Verbal/linguistic: a writing and listening center with story
starters and writing tools.
Logical/mathematical:
puzzles,
sequencing
activities,
problem-solving games.
Visual/spatial: art comer with materials.
Musical/rhythmic: music listening and tools for creating
music or lyrics.
Bodüy/kinesthetic: hands-on manÿulatives.
Interpersonal: games area or activities involving two or more
students.
Intrapersonal: a simple quiet comer Wiere students can work
in solitude (p. 9).

There are many things that we can do in the physical layout o f our classrooms
to accommodate individual differences m our students’ choices m leammg.
Depending on their preferences we can rearrange seating into small groups, change
lighting, add music, control tenq)erature, and make allowances for time requirements.
Dunn (1988) proposes several things we can do to our classrooms to appeal to various
preferences and types o f learners.
1. Seating: use informal arrangements with bean bags, pillows or
n%s.
2. Illumination: tum half o f the lights off Florescent lighting will
stimulate anafytic learners, but way agitate global learners.
3. Sound: play background music with no ^ c s for globals who
think more lucid with sound, but provide ear ph%s for analytics
who prefer quiet.
4. Persistence versus short attentfon spans: Structure lessons with
variety, stmcture and different time allowances.
5. Sociological: let students compfete assignments alone, m pairs,
groups, or with the teacher.
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Another Êictor to consider m lesson p lanning is our students’ preferences for
right and left brain hemispheric processing. As previous^ discussed in tins p£q)er,
our Hispanic students generalfy demonstrate right-brained processing; that is, global,
interpersonal, collaborative preferences. However, these preferences can vary with
each learning e)q)erience so we need to include a representation o f both in our
planning.

Hainer, et aL (1990) suggest that we follow four practices in each lesson

which will address both left and right brain theory. The Grst practice we should do is
motivate our students to ei%age them personally and actively in seeing the relevance
o f the lesson. Left mode students can create an experience, while right mode students
will reflect on it.

The second element o f the lesson is to provide for concept

development that will allow students to gain new knowledge and information. Left
mode students present and develop theories while right mode students will integrate
their reflections into concepts. The third element is practice that includes various
types o f exercises for students to try out what they have learned to make it more
understandable. Left mode students will reinforce the lesson with new materials and
right mode students will seek to personalize the information. The final component is
application so students can see how the new material is applied to situations outside
of the classroouL Left mode students wiH develop a plan for appfying new concepts,
whereas right mode students will do it and share it with others.
As we have seen in this thesis, our LEP students least prefer verbal/linguistic
leammg styles. However, there are activitfes that we can do in class to teach this
domam and encourage our students to use it. Jones (1998) and Simpson (2000)
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developed plans to integrate multiple intelligence activités into a writing assignment.
The following is a summary o f what we can do to teach paragraph writmg to our
students:
1. Linguistic: explain paragraph structure using outlines on hoard,

checklists and worksheets.
2. Spatial: draw a picture o f an object to illustrate the parts o f a
paragraph.
3. Interpersonal: share drawmgs with other students.
4. Bodüy/kinesthetM;: in smaD groups role play, come up with a
physical activity to represent paragraph structure.
5. Auditory: class discussions, oral reports, conferences.
6. Logical/mathematical: create a word find or crossword puzzle
using concepts o f paragraph structure.
7. Musical: write and perform songs about paragraphs.
8. Intrapersonal: reflect in personal writings about paragraphs.
9. Group: peer revfews, group brainstorming.
10. Individual: individual research, conferences, presentations.
We can provide many experiences to our LEP students to become more
familiar with a Style that is not a strong one with them. Accordmg to Jones (1988) it

is worthwhile for teachers “to identify the learning styles and learning preferences of
their students to develop activities that will better suit the needs o f the local
classroom.”
Because o f their preference for interpersonal, global learning, our Hispanic
learners enjoy working in groups. Students can leam new material efiGciently by
sharing with others. In my classes this year, the majority o f my students did well with
this activity. However, there are some students who prefer to work alone, and if we
use group leammg, then we must provide suitable stmcture so everyone wiU feel
comfortable. Kinsella (1996) states that “Group work experiences caimot be limited
to the students vfoo already thrive in this active context for learning; rather, thqr
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should be used to increase the possibilités o f all students to leam how to leam more
successfully" (p. 25). Kinsella and Sherak (1998) offer the following suggestions to
ensure that all group members will have a meaningful experfence
1. Reassure analytical learners that all group members wQl be
held responsible for contributor equalfy to the final project
2. For global learners Wio have trouble getting started and
staying on task, set up a schedule and determine the processes
needed to conq>lete the goals.
3. Create tasks that are suitable for interaction and collaboration.
4. Set up a variety o f task types, requiring creative problem
solving and application to group experience.
5. Provide ongoing motivation and support.
We can see that group activities in our classroom require a great deal o f
planning and stmcture to engage all our learners.

They do provide a positive

experience for our second language learners, however, and wOl benefit their
achievement. We must be mindful o f our role in group instmction and take steps to
assess our effectiveness (see Appendix M).
Not onty should we strive to include different learning preferences in our
instmction, but also we should design our assessments to include a diversity o f styles.
Our LEP students respond more positive^ to authentic assessments. As reported by
Wnkens (1996), “with a new way o f teachmg and leammg should come a new way o f
assessing. We certainty would show ourselves in a poor light if we introduced our
students to the wide variety o f activities by which we can leam to solve problems
only to tum around and test this knowledge and skill with the same limiting,
traditional method o f assessment (p. 15). Tannenbaum (1996) discusses the idea o f
alternative assessments and offers these strategies for second language teachers
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1. Physical demonstrations: gestures, and hands-one tasks to act
out vocabulary, concepts or events.
2. Pictorial products: (Swings, dioramas, models, graphs and
charts
3. KWL charts: used to begin and end a study by answering
questions “What I know. What I want to know, and What I’ve
Learned.:
4. Oral performances: interviews, reports, and role plays
5. Oral and written products: thinking and leammg logs, dialogue
journals, audio or video cassettes.
6. Portfolios: audio and video t^>ed recordings, writing sanq)les,
art woric, conference notes, checklists, tests, and quizzes.
Using these authentic assessments will provide many advantages to our LEP students.
They will be able to demonstrate to us what they know in a positive environment.
They will be able to identify their own growth because these activities allow students
to see the progress they have made, rather than offer a comparison with other
students.

Sommaiy
In this section we have seen that it is our responsibility as educators to create
several different types o f learning style activities for our LEP students who
demonstrate diverse preferences. The first thing we should do is inventory our own
learning style to see our strengths, and then improve upon our weaknesses. The next
step is to introduce learning styles to students in simple ways that are understood by
everyone. We need to be aware that not all students will feel comfortable with certain
learning styles so it is imperative that we provide motivation and support. We may
want to rearrange the pltysical layout o f our classrooms to accommodate leamh%
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style preferences.

Our assessment measures must be autbraitic, rather than

linguistically-based.

Conchisioii and Plans for Future Study
Our Hispanic LEP students are not showing significant gains in classroom
achievement, nor are they completing requirements to graduate fiom high school
Instructional methods and assessment measures in our school are constructed with a
mainstream, verbal/linguistic approach. Existing research and results o f my student
and teacher surveys both agree that this is not the preferred learning style o f our
language minority students.

Rather, their approach to learning involves an

interpersonal bodify/kinesthetic and field dependent approach. These students prefer
collaborative learning rather than working independently. It is the responsibility of
teachers to first, find out what their preference is to learning, and second, supplement
their lesson plans to include learning styles they have not yet used. The next step is to
teach learning styles to their students. A survey or questionnaire administered to their
second language learners would report their tendencies and preferences. From the
results o f the surveys we can design meaningful learning experiences for our
classroom. It is inqx>rtant to consider the cultural background o f our students, and to
engage in a meaningful communication with our minority parents. Not onty should
we center classroom instruction on leamii% styles, but also design authentic
assessments. Assessments that are normed without using LEP students do not give a
feir evaluation o f the strengths and accomplishments o f our students.
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The research for this thesis has given me more insight into the environment of
our Iai%uage minority students, their backgrounds, preferences and strengths.

I

reflected on my own teaching style and now see that there are changes that I need to
affect in my own classroom. I see my students differently. Also, I gained insight to
tte opinions and observations of n y fellow ESL and bilingual teachers. We must aU
take strides toward making accommodatfons in our classroom, m lesson planning, and
in creating assessments for our LEP students. Our educational system needs to spend
less time and money on purchasing new textbooks, and more effort into providing for
a quality, equal and equitable education for all students.

PLANS FOR DISSEMINATION
I plan to first share this thesis with my fellow teachers who provided valuable
survey mformation for me. In addition, this wiU be a valuable tool for mainstream
teachers to help them better understand their LEP student, and give them ideas on
effective approaches to use in teaching. I want to make this research available to
university students who are currentfy studying English as a Second Language so that
they might leam about the students they will one day teach in their classrooms.
The research in my thesis wQl be very valuable to all schools in the GRPS
district that are lai%uage centers.

1 plan to share n y wodc with principals and

bilingual and ESL teachers who work with LEP students. Also, 1 would like to share
it with our Second Language Center, the bOingual/ESL department that oversees all
language minority programs for the district

SI

Per the author’s request, I will mail a copy o f my thesis to Professor R, L.
Oxford Wio wrote several articles that I used in this thesis. In addition, Oxford’s
Style Anafysis Survey is included in the Appendix.
Finally, I wiU e^qplore the possibility o f sharing the research for my thesis with
members o f the TESOL community. The focus o f this thesis on learning styles o f the
Hispanic student would merit mterest as a presentatfon at the TESOL Aimual
Convention or be o f value as an article published in the TESOL Jo u rn al
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APPENDIX A
Learning Style Questions
Part 1. Who are you? Answer each question.
Age__________

Grade________

Country________

B<y or girl________ Years in the USA______
Part 2. Fill in the circle next to the answer that is correct for you.
1.

I remember thmgs best by writing them down.
0 Yes

2.

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

I like to help others in class.
0 Yes

11.

0 Sometimes

I am a good speller.
0 Yes

10.

0 No

I like to do oral reports in class.
0 Yes

9.

0 Sometimes

1am good at sports.
0 Yes

8.

0 No

I prefer to work in a group on a project
0 Yes

7.

0 Sometimes

1prefer to work alone on a project
0 Yes

6.

0 No

I like to listen to music when I am working.
0 Yes

5.

0 Sometimes

1prefer to listen to the teacher give directions rather than reading them.
0 Yes

4.

0 No

I like to stand when I work.
0 Yes

3.

0 Sometimes

0 Sometimes

0 No

I like to finish a project first
0 Yes

0 Sometimes

0 No
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12.

I ask the teacher many questions.
0 Yes

13.

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

0 Sometimes

0 No

I make decisions based on how I feel.
0 Yes

25.

0 No

I like to draw and make things.
0 Yes

24.

0 Sometimes

The computer lab is one of my fevorite activities.
0 Yes

23.

0 No

I like working quietly in ajournai.
0 Yes

22.

0 Sometimes

I like to stucty the meaning of words.
0 Yes

21.

0 No

My fevorite subjects are math and science.
0 Yes

20.

0 Sometimes

It’s hard for me to keep my notebook neat
0 Yes

19.

0 No

I want my teacher to feel proud of me.
0 Yes

18.

0 Sometimes

It’s hard for me to think when the classroom is noisy.
0 Yes

17.

0 No

I am very good at working puzzles.
0 Yes

16.

0 Sometimes

I like to write poetry.
0 Yes

15.

0 No

It is easy forme to understand how someone is feeling.
0 Yes

14.

0 Sometnnes

0 Sometimes

0 No

I make (kcisions based on details and fects.
0 Yes

0 Sometimes

0 No

This survey was created by L. Clay to use for this thesis. May 2001.
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APPENDIX B
Attitude Inventory
Directions: Complete the following sentences to express how you realty feel. There are no
right or wrong answers. Put down what fust comes into your mind aiui work as quickfy as
you can. Complete all the sentences and do them in order.

1.

Today I feel

2.

When I have to read I

3.

I get angry when

4.

rd read more if

5.

My idea o f a good time

6.

I wish mv parent knew

7.

School is

8.

I can’t understand why

9.

I feel bad when

10.

I wish teachers

11.

1 wish mv mother

12.

People think I

13.

On weekends, I

14.

I don’t know how

15.

To me. homework

16.

I hone I’ll never

17.

I wish people wouldn’t

18.

Most brothers and sistors

19.

The future looks

20.

I wish my father

21.

I feel proud when

22.

I often worry about

The Improvement of Reading, 4* Edition. (Strang/McCullough/Traxler), page 172
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APPENDIX C
Learning Styles and Student Performance
1. Students should identify the type of learner th ^ are so they can know their strengths
and weaknesses.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

2. Students having multiple learning sfyles show more motivation for learning.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

3. A stu(tent may change his learning style during the course of the school year.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

4. Textbooks are written to accommodate students’ varied learning sfyles.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

5. All students learn information in the same way.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

6. Boys have different learning sfyles than girls.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

7. Socioeconomic factors influence a students’ learning sfyle
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

8. My students participate more when I incorporate rhythm and movement into nfy
lessons.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

9. Most of my students perform best when assessments include multiple learning sfyles.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

10. Students should be encouraged to use their preferred learning sfyle.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disr^ree

Strongfy Disagree

11. Classroom decoration impacts student performance
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

12. Students learn better when classroom decorations are plain and unobtrusive.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

13. My students woric better when their desks are arranged in traditmnal straight lines.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree
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14. My students work better when their desks are arranged in small groups.
Strong]^ Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

15. Time of day impacts student learning style and performance.
Strongfy Agree

^ re e

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

16. Playing music in the classroom benefits students’ performance.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Dis%ree

17. Incorporating différait learning sfyles into lesson plans improves student interest
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

18. Teachers should use a learning sfyles inventmy at the beginning of the year.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

19. Teachers should encourage students who specialize m only 2 or 3 learning sfyles to
try different learning sfyles.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

20. Students perform better on tests when I am enthused about the topic I teach.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

21. Building cohesion in the classroom is important for classroom environment.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

22. Schools should conduct professional development training for teachers on the use of
learning sfyles in the classroom.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

23. It is important for teachers to discuss children’s leammg sfyles with their parents.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

24. Teacher instruction should address all the different learning sfyles.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

25. All lessons should include the use of visual displays to reinforce k ^ concepts.
Strongfy Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongfy Disagree

Adapted fiom a project for GVSU class ED 661, Spring 2001. Coauthored by L. Clay,
K. Kozak T. Kwekek T. Lakatos, H. Quackenbush, and H. SmiÜL
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APPENDIX D

Mn. Dedssld’j Learning & Acdvicv Center

STUDENT’S LEARNING
STYLE & MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES
PROFILE
INVENTORY, Etc,
The student prefers or does best when—
Multiple Intelligences Profile
Appreciates

Performs

Creates

Innovates

Limited Interest
"

BodilyKin esthetic

1

Interpersonal
Incrapersonal
Linguistic
LogicalMathematical
Musical

1

j
1

Spatial

i
1
!
i
1

1
1
!
Apptedntes-Cotisistentiy dcaottsssus intcest and enjoyment; diffemoatcs qualities.
Psrrbrms—.Applies a given intelligence to .-ecreate an sxnibit or demonstration; solves problems in a given sltuanoc.
Creates-.Applies a given intelligence a generate original works.
Innovates—Applies a given intelligence to &veiop unique solutions or prototypes (genemlly limited to l-Z% of me
population.
Limited Interest—In die classroom, student displays limited Interest at this dme.
Multiple Intelligence Choices—When given a choice, the studmt typically chooses acnvices in the tbUowing—
Intelligences: Spasal Musical BodHy-Kinesthedc Linguistic Logical Mathematical
Student prefers to work Alone With Others
fjK lc y i a L m h 'a (o the snuient.
Type o f h u llig a te e

Exam pla o f Relevant Behaviors
I

Bodily-Kinesthetic:
Theabiiity to use one's body skiilniily.

Dancing
Playing basketball
Performing pantomime

Interpersonal:
The ability to notice subtle aspects o f other people's
behaviors.

Reading armther's mood
<
Detecnng another's underlying inteniions and desires
Using knowledge oc ochets to influence their thoughs ,
and behaviors
|
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In tra personal:
Awareness of one's own feelings, modvatiocs. &
desires.

Discriminating among such similar emouons as
sadness or regret
Idendfying the modves guiding one's own behavior
Using self-knowledge to relate more ctTecaveiy with
others

Linguisdc:
The abtlicy to use language effeciiveiy.

Making persuasive arguments
Writing poetry
Being sensidve to subtle nuances in word meanings’

Logical-mathematical:
The ability to reason logically, especially in
mathematics and science.

Solving mathematical problems qtuckiy
Generating matfaemad^ proofs
Formulating and testing hypotheses about observed
phenomena

,

Musical:
The ability to create, comprehend, and appreciate
music

Playing a musical instrument
Composing a musical work
i
Having a keen awareness of the underlying structure i
of mtüic
'
1

Spatial:
The ability to notice detail of what one sees and to
ioagme and manipulate vistmi objects in one's mind.

Conjuring up mental images in one's mind
Drawing a risuai likeness of an object
Making nne discriminadons among very similar
objects

Accommadatittg Reading Styles—
Sm deati with Pgreennal Scmgih* Can Easilv:

Visual

Recall whai they see
Follow wrinea of dnwn iostrucaoos
Learn by observing people, objects, pictures, etc.

Auditory

Recall what they hear
Follow spoken instructioos
Learn by listening and speaking

Tactile

Recall what t h ^ touch
Follow msiractioos they write or touch
Leant by touching or manipulating objects

Kinesthetic

Recall what they ocperience
Follow instzucnon that they perform or rehearse
Lenm when engaged in physical activity

Global

Often:
.Make décisions based on emotioas and intutoan
Are spontaneous, random
Focus on creativity and inventiveness
Care less about a tidy environment

Analytic

Often:
Make decisions based on logic or common sense
Plan and organize will
Focus on details and &cts
Likes a tidy environment

Indarig

Source; GVSU class ED 672 Issues in Multicultural Education, Spring 2000

I
|
j
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APPENDIX E
Verbal/Linguistic Learning Style

S tu d e n ts

P r e fe r e n c e

30%

N o P r e fe r e n c e

70%

Teacher Observations

N o P re
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APPENDIX F
Bodify/Kinesthetic Learning Style
S tu d en ts

No Pi

P re fe r e n c e

58%

T e a c h e r O b s e r v a tio n s

N o P refen

43%;

P r e fe r e n c e

57%
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APPENDIX G
Spadal/Logical/Mathematical Learning Styles

S tu d e n ts

No
P r e fe r e n c e

31%

P r e fe r e n c e

69%

T e a c h e r O b e e r v a t lo n e

P referen ce

35%

N oP refi

65%
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APPENDIX H
Interpersonal Learning Styles
S tu d e n ts

N o Pi

P refe ren ce
'Â

''

64%

T e a c h e r O b s e r v a t io n s

N o Pi
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APPENDIX I
Intrapersonal Learning Style

S tu d e n ts

N o Pi

P r e fe r e n c e

64%

T e a c h e r O tM s r v a tio n s

P r e fe r e n c e

33 %

N oP rel

67%
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APPENDIX J
Field Independence Learning Style

S tu d en ts

P r e fe r e n c e

35%

N o P refei

65 %

T e a c h e r O b s e r v a t io n s

P r e fe r e n c e

30%

No Preference

70%
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APPENDIX K
Field Dependence Learning Styles

S tu d e n ts

N o Pi

P r e fe r e n c e

64%

T e a c h e r O b s e r v a t io n s

N o P r e fe r e n c e

30%

Preference

70%
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APPENDIX L
Musical Learning Style

S tu d e n ts

No Pi

P r e fe r e n c e

68%

5.

-

T e a c h e r O b s e r v a t io n s

P r e fe r e n c e

33%

No Preferei

67%
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APPENDIX M

Instructor Self-Assessment Form:
Group Work Design and Im plem entation
Kate Kinsella
Instructor:__________________

Class: _________________

Date:_________
Directions: Rate yourself for each instructional behavior using the following scale:
3 - Always
2 - Usually
1 - Sometimes
0 - Never
1. I establish consistent routines and procedures for p o u p work: e.g., roles,
physical arrangement, grouping formations, reporting, processing, and
assessment.
2. I prepare my students with vocabulary and language strategies necessary
for the activity.
3. I select or design activities which lend themselves to group process,
those which clearly necessitate task-based, active collaboration and
invite multiple contributions.
4. 1 select or design activities with multiple parts, which allow students
with diverse learning and work styles to draw upon their strengths.
5. I make explicit the purpose, procedures, and expected outcome of the
group activity.
6. I select or design activities which require that students produce some
form of meaningful and tangible final product.
7. I include, w hen possible, group work assignm ents w hich help to
personalize the curriculum by relating it to the students' cultures,
communities, daily lives, and interests.
8. I build in considerable context before presenting the assignment, using
techniques w hich accommodate a variety of sensory modalities and
information-processing strengths.
9. I relate the assignment to previous lessons and previous group activities.
10. I break a more complicated and challenging task into manageable,
clearly delineated steps.
11. 1 give clear oral instructions for the assignment, accompanied by some
form of visual aid; 1 write the assignm ent goals, tim e frame, and
procedures o n a h an d o u t, on the chalkboard, or on an overhead
transparency.
12. I model the task or a part of the task, and check to see if all students
understand the instructions before placing them in groups.
13. I establish a clear and adequate time frame for students to complete all
parts of the task.
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14. I explain the various group member roles with behaviors necessary for
completion of the task.
15. If I assign students to groups or if I allow them to form their own
groups, I have a clear rationale for the group formations.
16. When I form groups, 1am sensitive to cultural and affective variables.
17. 1 encourage cooperation, mutual support, and development of group
accomplishment.
18. I take a noticeably active, lacilitative role while groups are in progress by
providing feedback and guidance, and when necessary getting students
back on track.
19. 1 save adequate time to process the completed small-group activity as a
unified class, clarifying what was learned and validating what was
accomplished.
20. 1 incorporate listening and responding tasks for students to complete
during individual small-group reports, to facilitate task processing and
ensure active learning and accountability: e.g., note-taking, oral
summarizing, question formation.
21. I provide feedback to individuals and groups on their prosocial skills and
academic accomplishments during and/or after completion of the smallgroup activity.
22. I ask students to assess their individual and/or small group performance
by means of a manageable form, quickwrite, or journal entry.
23. 1 make sure that students see the connection between w hat was
generated, practiced, or accomplished during a small-group activity and
any follow-up individual assignment.
24. I incorporate regular and balanced opportunities for my students to
work in class in varied groupings: independent, partner, small group,
and unified class.*

Source: K. Kinsella, (1998). From Understanding Learning Styles in the Second Language C lassnxm , pp. 177178, (J. Reid, Ed. ). Upper Saddle River, KJ: Prentice F&U Regents. Used with permission..
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APPENDIX N
Perceptual Learning Style Preference Survey
loy Reid
Directions: People learn in many different ways. For example, some people learn
primarily with their eyes (visual learners) or with their ears (auditory learners); some
people prefer to learn by experience and/or by "hands-on" tasks (kinesthetic or
tactile learners); some people learn better when they work alone, and others prefer
to learn in groups. This questionnaire has been designed to help you identify the
way(s) you learn best—the way(s) you prefer to learn.
Read each statement on the following pages. Please respond to the statements as
they apply to your study of English. Decide whether you agree or disagree with
each statement. For example, if you strongly agree (SA), mark:
strongly agree

agree

undecided

disagree

strongly disagree

(SA)

(A)

(U)

(D)

(SD)

X
Please respond to each statement quickly, without too much thought. Try not to
change your responses after you choose them. Please answer all the questions. Then
use the materials that follow the questionnaire to score your responses.
SA

A

U

D

1. When the teacher tells me the instructions,
I understand better.
2. I prefer to learn by doing something in class.
3. I get more work done when I work with others.
4. I learn more when 1 study with a group.
5. In class, I learn best when I work with others.
6. 1 learn better by reading what the teacher writes
on the chalkboard.
7. W hen someone tells me how to do something
in class, 1 learn it better.
8. W hen I do things in class, I learn better.
9. I remember things 1 have heard in class better than
things I have read.
10. W hen I read instructions, I remember them better.

'

SD
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SA

Ü

D

i

SO

11. I leam more when I can make a model of something.
12. I understand better when I read instructions.
13. When I study alone, I remember things better.
14. I leam more when I make something for
a9 class project.____________________________
15. I enjoy learning in class by doing experiments.
16. I leam better when I make drawings as I study.
17. I learn better in class when the teacher gives
a lecture.
18. When I work alone, I leam better.
19. I understand things better in class when I participate
in role-playing.
20. I leam better in class when I listen to someone.
21.1 enjoy working on an assignment with two or
three classmates.
22. When 1 build something, I remember what I
have learned better.
23. I prefer to study with others.
24. I leam better by reading than by listening to
someone.
25. I enjoy making something for a class project.
26. I leam best in class when I can participate in
related activities.
27. In class, I work better when I work alone.
28. I prefer working on projects by myself.
29. I leam more by reading textbooks than by
listening to a lecture.
30. I prefer to work by myself.

Self-Scoring Sheet for Perceptual Learning Style Preference Survey
Directions: There are 5 statements for each teaming category in this questionnaire.
The questions are grouped below according to each teaming style. Each question
you answer has a numerical value:
strongfy agree

agree

undecided

disagree

(SA)

(A)

strongfy disagree

(U)

(D)

(SD)

5

4

3

2

1

Fill in the blanks below with the numerical value of each answer. For example if
you answered strongly agree for statement 6 (a visual question), write the number 5
(5A) on the blank next to question 6.
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Visual
6When you have completed all the numerical values for Visual, add the numbers
together. Multiply the answer by 2, and put the total in the appropriate blank.
Follow this process for each of the learning style categories. When you are finished,
look at the scale that follows. It will help you determine your
score: 38-50
m ajor learning style preference(s):
score: 25-37
m inor learning style preference(s)
score: 0-24
negligible learning styles:
If you need help, please ask your teacher.

Scoring Sheet
Tactile

Visual

6
10
12
24
29
Total

11 ___
14
16
22
25

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
x2 =.

3
4
5
21
23
Total

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

x2 =.

Total

__
__
__
__
__

Score)

K inesthetic

2
8
15
19
26
Total

(Score)

Group

A u ditory

1
7
9
17
20

x2 =

Total
Score)

x2 = .
(Score)

Individual

_____
_____
_____
_____
____

13
18
27
28
30
Total

,x 2 =

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Score)

Major learning style preference(s)

score: 38-50

M inor learning style preference(s)

score: 25-37

Negligible learning styles

score: 0-24

x2 = .
(Score)

Source J. Reid, (1998). Understanding Learning Styles in the Second Latiguage Classroom, pp. 162-165. Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall Regents. Used with pennissioiL
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APPENDIX O

Academic Work Style Survey
Kate Kinsella
Directions: This survey has been designed to help you and your teacher better
understand the way you usually prefer to work on assignments in class.
Please read each statement; then, taking into consideration your past and
present educational experiences, decide w hether you m ostly agree or m ostly
disagree with each statement.

Agree
1. When I work on assignments by myself, I often feel
frustrated or bored.
____
2. When I work by myself on assignments (instead of
with a partner or a small group), I usually do a better job.
3. I enjoy having opportunities to share opinions
and experiences, compare answers, and solve
problems with a group of classmates.
4. When I work by myself on assignments, I usually
concentrate better and leam more.
5. I prefer working on assignments in class with a single
partner rather than with a group of classmates.
6. Most of the time, I prefer to work by myself in class
rather than with a partner or a small group.
7 1 enjoy having opportunities to share opinions and
experiences, compare answers, and solve problems
with a single partner more than with a group.
8 When I work with a partner or a small group in class
instead of by myself, I often feel frustrated or like
I am wasting time.
9. When I work with a small group in class, I usually
leam more and do a better job on the assignment.
10. Most of the time, I prefer to work in class with a
single partner rather than by myself.
11. Most of the time, I prefer to work with a group
rather than with a single partner or by myself.
12. When I work with a partner in class, 1 usually leam
more and do a better job on the assignment.
13. I am more comfortable working with classmates
when I can select the partner or group with whom
I will be working.
14. Usually, I prefer that the instructor select the partner
or the group of classmates with whom I m il be working.

Disagree
____
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15. Usually, I find working with a partner to be more
interesting and productive than working alone in class.
16. I prefer working in groups when there is a mixture of
students fiom different backgrounds.
17. I hope we will have regular opportunities in this class
to work in groups.
18. 1 generally accomplish more when I work with a
partner on a task in class.
19 I hope we will not do too much group work in this class.
20 1 prefer working with classmates fiom my same
background.
21. I hope we will have regular opportunities in this class
to work with a partner.
22. I mainly want my teacher to give us classroom
assignments that we can work on by ourselves.
23. Usually, I find working in a group to be more interesting
and productive than working alone in class.
24. Usually, I find working in a group to be a waste of time.
25. I generally accomplish more when I work with a
group on a task in class.
Directions: Give yourself 1 point if you agree with the following survey items and
0 points if you disagree. Next, add the points under each heading. The greatest
total indicates the way you usually prefer to work in class.

Independently
2. _
4 . __
6. _
8. _
1 9 .__
2 2 .__
2 4 .__
TOTAL

With a partner
5. _ _
7. _
10. __
12. __
15. _
18. _
21. _
TOTAL

With a group
1.
3.
9.
11.
17.
23.
25.
TOTAL

Source: FL Kinsella, (1998). ^xma. Understanding Leammg Styles in the Second Language C lassroom ,^. 175176, (J. Reid, Ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall Regents. Used with permission.
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APPENDIX P
Style Analysis Survey (SAS):
Assessing Your Own Learning and Working Styles
Rebecca L. O xford
Purpose: The SAS is designed to assess your general approach to learning and
working. It does not predict your behavior in every instance, but it is a clear
indication of your overall style preferences.
Timing: It usually takes about 30 minutes to complete the SAS. Do not spend too
much time on any one item. Indicate your immediate response and move on to the
next item.
Instructions: For each item circle the response that represents your approach:
0 - Never
1 - Sometimes
2 - Very Often
3 - Always
Complete all items. There are five major activities representing five different aspects
of your learning and working style. At the end you will find a self-scoring key and
an interpretation of the results.

Activity 1: How 1 Use My Physical Senses to Study or Work
SCORE
1. I remember something better if I write it down.

0 1 2

2. I take lots of notes.

0 1 2 3

3. I can visualize pictures, numbers, or words in my head.

0 1 2 3

4. I prefer to learn with video or TV more than any other media.

0 1 2 3

5. I underline or highlight the important parts as I read.

0 1 2 3

6. 1 use color-coding to help me as I leam or work.

0 1 2 3

7. I need written directions for tasks.

0 1 2 3

8. I get distracted by background noises.

0 1 2 3

9. I have to look at people to understand what they say.

0 1 2 3

10. I am more comfortable when the walls where I study or
work have posters and pictures.

0 1 2 3

3

11. I remember things better if I discuss them out loud.

0 12 3

12. I prefer to leam by listening to a lecture or a tape, rather
than by reading.

0 12 3

13. I need oral directions for tasks.

0 12

3

14. Background sounds help me think.

0 12

3

15. I like to listen to music when 1 study or work.

0 12 3

16. 1can easily understand what people say even if I can't see
them.

0 12 3

17. I remember better what people say than what they look like.

0

1 2 3

18. I easily remember jokes that I hear.

0 1 2 3

19. I can identifj' people by their voices.

0 12 3

20. When I turn on the TV, I listen to the sound more than
watching the screen.

0 1 2 3

I ll

21. I'd rather just start doing things rather than pay attention
to directions.

0 12

22. I need frequent breaks when I work or study.

0 1 2 3

23. I move my lips when I read silently.

0 1 2 3

24. I avoid sitting at a desk when I don't have to.

0 1 2 3

25. I get nervous when I sit still too long.

0 1 2 3

26. I think better when I can move around.

0 1 2 3

27. Manipulating objects helps me to remember.

0 1 2 3

28. I enjoy building or making things.

0 1 2 3

29. I like a lot of physical activities.

0 1 2 3

30. I enjoy collecting cards, stamps, coins, or other things.

0 1 2 3

3

Activity 2: How I Deal with Other People
For each item circle the response that represents your approach:
0 - Never
1 - Sometimes
2 - Very Often

3 - Always

1. I prefer to work or study with others.

0 1 2 3

2. I make new friends easily.

0 1 2 3

3. I like to be in groups of people.

0 1 2 3

4. It is easy for me to talk to strangers.

0 1 2 3

5. I keep up with personal news about other people.

0 1 2 3

6. I like to stay late at parties.

0 1 2 3

7. Interactions with new people give me energy.

0 1 2 3

8. I remember people's names easily.

0 1 2 3

9. I have many friends and acquaintances.

0 1 2 3

10. Wherever I go, I develop personal contacts.

0 1 2 3

11. I prefer to work or study alone.

0 1 2 3

12. I am rather shy.

0 1 2 3

13.1 prefer individual hobbies and sports.

0 1 2 3

14. It is hard for most people to get to know me.

0 1 2 3

15. People view me as more detached than sociable.

0 1 2 3

16. In a large group, I tend to keep silent.

0 1 2 3

17. Gatherings with lots of people tend to stress me.

0 1 2 3

18. I get nervous when dealing with new people.

0 1 2 3

19. I avoid parties if I can.

0 1 2 3

20. Remembering names is difficult for me.

0 1 2 3
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Activity 3: How I H andle Possibilities
For each item circle the response that represents your approach:
0 - Never
1 - Sometimes
2 - Very Often

3 - Always

1. I have a vivid imagination.

0 1 2 3

2. I like to think of lots of new ideas.

0 1 2 3

3. I can think of many different solutions to a problem.

0 1 2 3

4. I like multiple possibilities and options.

0 1 2 3

5. I enjoy considering future events.

0 1 2 3

6. Following a step-by-step procedure bores me.

0 1 2 3

7. I like to discover things rather than have everything explained. 0 1 2 3
8. I consider myself original.

0 1 2 3

9. I am an ingenious person.

0 1 2 3

10.

It doesn't bother me if the teacher or boss changes a plan.

0 1 2 3

11. I am proud of being practical.

0 1 2 3

12. I behave in a down-to-earth way.

0 12

13. I am attracted to sensible people.

0 1 2 3

14. I prefer realism to new, untested ideas.

0 1 2 3

15. I prefer things presented in a step-by-step way.

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

16. I want a class or work session to follow

a clear plan.

3

17. I like concrete facts, not speculation.

0 1 2 3

18. Finding hidden meanings is frustrating or irrelevant to me.

0 1 2 3

19. I prefer to avoid too many options.

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

20. I feel it is useless for me to think about

the future.

Activity 4: How I Approach Tasks
For each item circle the response that represents your approach:
0 - Never

1 - Sometimes

2 - Very Often

3 - Always

1. I reach decisions quickly.

0 12 3

2. I am an organized person.

0 12 3

3. 1 make lists of things 1 need to do.

0 12 3

4. I consult my lists in order to get things done.

0 12

3

5. Messy, unorganized environments make me nervous.

0 12

3

6. I start tasks on time or early.

0 12

3

7. 1get places on time.

0 12

3

8. Deadlines help me organize work.

0 12 3

9. I enjoy a sense of structure

0 12 3

10. I follow through with what Ihave planned.

0 12 3
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11. I am a spontaneous person.

0 1 2 3

1 2 .1 like to fust let things happen, not plan them.

0 1 2 3

13.1 feel uncomfortable with a lot of structure.

0 1 2 3

1 4 .1 put off decisions as long as I can.

0 1 2 3

15. 1 have a messy desk or room.

0 1 2 3

16.1 believe that deadlines are artificial or useless.

0 1 2 3

1 7 .1 keep an open mind about things.

0 1 2 3

1 8 .1believe that enjoying myself is the most important thing.

0 1 2 3

19. Lists of tasks make me feel tired or upset.

0 1 2 3

20.1 feel fine about changing my mind.

0 1 2 3

Activity 5: How I D eal w ith Ideas
For each item circle the response that represents your approach:
0 - Never
1 - Sometimes
2 - Very Often

3 - Always

1. I prefer simple answers rather than a lot of explanations.

0 1 2 3

2. Too many details tend to confuse me.

0 1 2 3

3. I ignore details that do not seem relevant.

0 1 2 3

4. It is easy for me to see the overall plan or big picture.

0 1 2 3

5. I can summarize information rather easily.

0 1 2 3

6. It is easy for me to paraphrase what other people say.

0 1 2 3

7. 1 see the main point very quickly.

0 1 2 3

8. I am satisfied with knowing the major ideas without the details. 0 1 2 3
9. I can pull together (synthesize) things easily.

0 1 2 3

10. When I make an outline, 1 write down only the key points.

0 1 2 3

11. I prefer detailed answers instead of short answers.

0 1 2 3

12. It is difficult for me to summarize detailed information.

0 1 2 3

13. 1 focus on specific facts or information.

0 1 2 3

14. 1 enjoy breaking general ideas down into smaller pieces.

0 1 2 3

15. I prefer looking for differences rather than similarities.

0 1 2 3

16. 1 use logical analysis to solve problems.

0 1 2 3

17. My written outlines contain many details.

0 1 2 3

18. 1become nervous when only the main ideas are presented.

0 1 2 3

19. 1 focus on the details rather than the big picture.

0 1 2 3

20. When 1 tell a story or explain something, it takes a long time.

0 1 2 3
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SCORING SHEET
Activity 1: How 1 Use My Physical Senses to Study or Work
Add your score for items 1-10.
Add your score for items 11-20.
Add your score for items 21-40.

____ (visual)
____ (auditory)
____ (hands-on)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other,
circle both of them. If all three scores are within 2 points of each other, circle all
three. The circle(s) represent(s) your preferred sense(s) for learning and working.

Activity 2: How 1 Deal with Other People
Add your score for items 1-10.
Add your score for items 11-20.

____ (extroverted)
____ (introverted)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other,
circle both of them. The preferred circle(s) represent(s) your preferred way(s) of
dealing with other people.

Activity 3: How I Handle Possibilities
Add your score for items 1-10.
Add your score for items 11-20.

____ (intuitive)
(concrete-sequential)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other,
circle both of them. The preferred circle(s) represent(s) your preferred way(s) of
handling possibilities.

Activity 4: How I Approach Tasks
Add your score for items 1-10.
Add your score for items 11-20.

(closure-oriented)
____ (open)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other,
circle both of them. The preferred circle(s) represent(s) your preferred way(s) of
approaching tasks.

Activity 5: How I Deal with Ideas
Add your score for items 1-10._____ ____ (global)
Add your score for items 11-20.
____ (analytic)
Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other,
circle both of them. The preferred circle(s) represent(s) your preferred way(s) of
dealing with ideas.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND USE THE RESULTS
Activity 1: How I Use My Physical Senses to Study or Work
In class: If you are a visual person, you rely on the sense of sight, and you leam best
through visual means (books, videos). If you are an auditory person, you prefer
listening and speaking activities (discussions, debates, audiotapes, role-plays,
lectures). If you are a hands-on person, you benefit from doing projects, working
with objects, and moving around the room (games, building models, conducting
experiments).
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n n the tob: If you are a visual person, you rely most on your sense of sight to gain
knowledge or understanding (manuals, graphics). If you are an auditory person, you
prefer to listen to information (meetings, tapes) rather than read it. If you are a
hands-on person, you benefit most from getting involved in the informationgathering process (computers, research) or from doing projects, building things, and
working with objects.
Anywhere: If two or all three of these senses are strong, you are flexible enough to
enjoy a wide variety of activities.

Activity 2: How 1 Deal with Other People
In class: If you are extroverted, you enjoy a wide range of social, interactive learning
tasks (games, conversations, discussions, debates, role-plays, simulations). If you are
more introverted, you like to do more independent work (studying or reading by
yourself or learning with the computer) or enjoy working with one other person
you know well.
On the job: If you are extroverted, you enjoy a wide range of social and interactive
tasks (meetings, discussions, teamwork). If you are introverted, you like to work
independently (computers, individual projects) or enjoy working with one other
person you know well.
Anywhere: If your scores are close, then you are balanced in the sense that you work
easily with others and by yourself.

Activity 3: How 1 Handle Possibilities
In class: If you are intuitive, you are future-oriented, able to seek out the major
principles of the topic, like to speculate about possibilities, enjoy abstract thinking,
and avoid step-by-step instruction. If your preference is concrete-sequential, you are
present-oriented and prefer one-step-at-a-time activities and want to know where
you are going in your learning at every moment.
On the job: If you are intuitive, you like to plan ahead for creative, new directions
(designing, overall planning) in a non-linear, flexible way. If you prefer a concretesequential approach, you want people to be able to depend on your abilities, are
highly organized, prefer step-by-step work procedures, and like control.
Anywhere: If the two scores are close, then you can switch modes easily from
intuitive to concrete-sequential.

Activity 4: How I Approach Tasks
In class: If your score is higher for closure, you focus carefully on all learning tasks,
m eet deadlines, plan ahead for assignments, and w ant explicit directions. If
openness has a high score, you enjoy discovery learning (in which you pick up
information in an unstructured way) and prefer to relax and enjoy your learning
without concern for deadlines or rules.
On the job: If your higher score is closure, this means your work habits are v e ry
structured and serious, and you are oriented toward getting the job done on time or
early. If your score is higher for openness, you are more relaxed and unstructured in
your approach to work, and you don't care much about deadlines or regulations.
Anvivhere: If the two scores are close, you have a balance between closure and
opermess; you enjoy the freedom of limited structure and can still get the task done
before the deadline without stress.
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Activity 5: How I Deal with Ideas
In class: If you are global, you enjoy getting the main idea, guessing meanings, and
com m unicating even if you d o n 't know all the words or concepts. If you are
analytic, you focus more on details, logical analysis, and contrasts.
On the job: If you are global, you focus at work on the key points and are not as
concerned about details. If you are analytic, you are a "detail person" who is known
for being logical, and you are not as skilled with seeing the big picture tight away.
Anywhere: If the two scores are close, you easily move from global thinking to
analytic thinking and back again.

TIPS
Each style preference (within a given activity above) offers significant strengths in
learning and w orking. Recognize your strengths and apply them often. Also,
enhance your learning and working power by being aware of the style areas that
you do not use and by developing them. Tasks that do not seem quite as suited to
your style preferences will help you stretch beyond your ordinary "comfort zone"
and expand your learning and working potential.
For example, if you are a highly global person, you m ight need to learn to use
analysis and logic in order to work or leam more effectively. If you are an extremely
analytic person, you might be missing out on some useful global characteristics, like
getting the main idea quickly, and you can develop such qualities in yourself
through practice. You won't lose your basic strengths by trying something new; you
will simply develop another side of yourself that is likely to be very helpful.
If you aren't sure how to attempt new behaviors that go bevond your favored style,
then ask your colleagues, friends, or teachers to give you a hand. Talk with someone
who has a different style from yours, and see how that person does it.
Improve your learning or working situation by stretching your style!*

Source: R. Oxford, ( 1998). From Understanding Learning Styles in the Second Language Classroom, pp. 179186, (J. Reid, Ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall Regents. Used with permission.
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APPENDIX Q
Letter to Teacher Participants

TO:

BilingualÆSL Teachers

FROM:

Linda Clay

DATE:

6/4/01

SUBJECT:

Learning Styles of Bilingual/ESL Students

I am currently doing research for my Masters Thesis at Grand Valley State
University on Learning Styles of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students. I am
interested in your opinion on this subject, as well as a brief diagnosis on some of your
students.
I would greatly value your input for my research. Attached is a Learning Styles
and Student Performance survey that I would like you to complete. Also, could you
complete the Student’s Learning Style & Multiple Intelligences Profile Inventory for five
of your students? Please use first names only on these forms.
This is a very busy time in our school year and I know your time is limited. I
have included a stamped, self-addressed envelope for you to return these forms to me at
your convenience.
I am very enthused about my research and will be happy to share it with you upon
completion. Thank you very much for your help.
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APPENDIX R
Principal Permission Letter

June 4, 2001

TO;

Mrs. Debbie White, Principal
Stocking Elementary School

May I receive permission to conduct a study in our school using materials and summary
data obtained from students’ surveys and questionnaires? I will not be using any
individual student data that could be traced to the student (such as copies of writing or
test scores).
I plan to use student work in summary form only. If you have any questions about the
study, please contact me at 977-0890. If you have any questions about the human
subjects rights in the study, you may contact the Chair of Grand Valley’s Human
Research Review Committee, Paul Huizenga, at 616-895-2472.
Linda Clay
Bilingual/ESL Support Teacher

Approved byy

f r

(signature,position and date)
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APPENDIX S
Grand Rapids Public Schools Permission Letter

L

À

G r a n d R apids
Public S c h o o ls

Educational R esearch, Evaluation
and P l a n n i n g S e r v i c e s

1331 Franklin SE P.O. Box 117 Grand Rapids. MI 49501-0117

(6 1 6 )7 7 1 -2 0 7 5

Fax: (616) 771-2093

June 4,2001
To Whom It May Concern:
Linda Clay has the permission of the Grand Rapids Public School District to use and
include the following materials in her Masters Thesis for Grand Valley State University:
1.
2.
3.

Grand Rapids Public School District materials pertinent to her study and
included in her \bsters Thesis.
Materials created by Grand Rapids Public School staff which are pertinent to
this body of work.
Materials developed by Linda Clay for this study.

All materials pertaining to Grand Rapids Public Schools as well as all materials produced
by employees of the district may NOT be reproduced without written permission for the
districtSincerely,
(Signature, Position, School District name)

A c h i e v e m e n t T e s t i n g • Program Ev alu ation • Planning •
R e se a r c h • Educational Data S y s t e m s • C o n su lt a t io n
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APPENDIX T
Copyright Permission Letter

June 15.2001
Prof. Rebecca L. Oxford
Dept, of Curriculum/Instruction
207 Graves Hall
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
Dear Prof Oxford;
I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU) Advanced Studies
in Education Program, and I am writing a thesis for the completion of my Master's in
Education. My thesis is entitled “The Impact o f Learning Styles on Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) Students.” May I receive permission to include in the appendices a
copy of the following items printed in the book Understanding Learning Stvles in the
Second Language Classroom bv Joy Reid?
Style Analysis Survey (SAS): Assessing Your Own Learning and Working Styles
Your signature at the bottom portion o f this letter confirms your ownership of the above
item. The inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of
the material in any other form. Please advise if you wish a specific copyright notice to be
included on each page. My thesis will be cataloged in the GVSU library and will be
available to other students and colleges for circulation.
Sincerely,

^

Please return this signed form via fax to 616-942-0515.
PERMISSION IS GRAPHE) TO Linda J. Clay to include the requested materials
GVSU Master's of B d u ^ o n thesis.
Name:
—

^

Address:

fQÛ~/

—

P / Date:

^ j l f 0\
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APPENDIX U
Copyright Permission Letter

June IS, 2001

Prof. Joy Reid
E-mail: jreid@uwyo.edu
Subject: CoRright Permission
I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU) Advanced Studies in Education
Program, and I am writing a thesis for the completion of my Master’s in Education. My thesis is entitled
‘The Impact of Learning Styles on Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Students.” May I receive
permission to include in the appendices a copy of the following items printed in your book Understanding
Learning Stvles in the Second Language Classroom
Perceptual Learning Slyle Preference Survey
Your signature at the bottom portion of this letter confirms your ownership of the above item. The
inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of the material in any other
form. Please advise ^ you wish a specific copyright notice to be included on each page. My thesis will be
cataloged in the GVSU library and will be a v ^ b le to other students and colleges for circulatioiL
Sincerely,
Linda J. Clay
126 Ivanhoe ME
Grand Rapids, MI 49546
Telephone: 616-977-0890
Fax: 616-942-0515
E-mail: lsclavf8laol.com
Please return this signed form via &x to 616-942-0515.
PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO Linda J. C l^ to include the requested materials in her GVSU Master’s
of Education thesis.
Prenctice-HaU, Inc.
Permission granted by:___________________________
Title:_____________________________
Date:___________________ __________
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Subj:

R E : C o p y r ig h t p e n n i s s t o n

D a te:

6 /1 8 /2 0 0 1 1 1 :0 5 :4 6 AM E a ste rn D ayB ght T im e

From: JReid@uwyo.edu (Joy M. Reid)
To: Lsday@aol.com f (.s c fa y Q a o /.c o n i

?________________

D e a r M s. C lay: I c a n t o p e n you r d o c u m e n t o n m y h o m e co m p u ter, but I plan
a trip to L aram ie w ithin th e n e x t w e e k , a n d I'll try th e r e . M ean w h ile,
barring a n y really str a n g e d is c o v e r ie s (:-), y o u certain ly h a v e m y
p e r m iss io n to u s e m y tea m in g s ty le s su r v e y in y o u t h e s is . If th at's w h a t
y o u 're a sk in g a b o u t
J o y R eid
— O riginal M e s s a g e —
F rom : L s c la y @ a o l.c o m
T o: J o y M. R eid
S e n t 6 /1 6 /2 0 0 1 5 :4 9 AM
S u b ject: C op yrigh t p erm issio n
J u n e 1 6 ,2 0 0 1
D e a r . P rof. R e id ,
M ay I r e c e iv e y o u r p erm issio n to u s e you r w ork in m y M a ster 's T h e s is ?
P le a s e
refer to th e a tta c h e d d o cu m e n t.
T hank you.
Linda C lay
« c o p y r ig h td o c »

■H e a d e r s ■
R e tu m -P a th : <J R e id @ u w y o .e d u >
R e c e iv e d : from rly -y g 0 4 .m x .a o l.co m (rly -y g 0 4 .m a il.a o l.co m [1 7 Z 1 8 .1 4 7 .4 j ) b y a ir-y g 0 2 .m a il.a o l.co m (v 7 8 r3 .8 )
w ith E S M T P : M on , 1 8 Jun 2 0 0 1 1 1 :0S:46 - 0 4 0 0
R e c e iv e d : from ro p er.u w y o .ed u (rop er.u w yo.ed u [1 2 9 .7 2 .1 0 .8 ]) by r ly -y g 0 4 .m x .a o l.c o m (v 7 8 r3.8) with E SM T P:
M o n , 1 8 Ju n 2 0 0 1 1 1 :0 5 :2 8 -0 4 0 0
R e c e iv e d : from C O N V E R SIO N -D A E M O N by R O P E R .U W Y O .E D U (P M D F V 5 .2 -3 2 # 3 3 7 4 9 )
id < 0 G F 4 0 0 8 0 1 S I7 P O @ R O P E R .U W Y O .E D U > for L sc la y @ a o l.c o m ; M on ,
1 8 J u n 2 0 0 1 0 9 : 0 3 :4 4 - 0 6 0 0 (MDT)
R e c e iv e d : from teleg r a p h .u w y o .e d u (te le g r a p h .u w y o .e d u [1 2 9 .7 2 .1 0 .1 1 ])
b y R O P E R .U W Y O .E D U (P M D F V 5 Z - 3 2 # 3 3 7 4 9 )
with E S M T P id < 0G F 40 0 7 7 H S I5 F M @ R O P E R .U W Y O .E D U > fo r L s c la y @ a o l.c o m ; M on,
1 8 J u n 2 0 0 1 0 9 : 0 3 :4 2 - 0 6 0 0 (MDT)
R e c e iv e d ; b y te le g r a p h .u w y o .e d u with In tern et M ail S e r v ic e ( 5 .5 Z 6 S 0 .2 1 )
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APPENDIX V
Copyright Permission Letter

June 15. 2001
Prof. Kate Kinsella
E-mail: katelc@sfsu.edu
I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU) Advanced Studies
in Education Program, and I am writing a thesis for the completion of my Master’s in
Education. My thesis is entitled "The Impact of Learning Styles on Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) Students." May I receive permission to include in the appendices a
copy of the following items printed in the book Understanding Learning Stvles in the
Second Language Classroom bv Joy Reid?
Academic Work Style Survey
Instructor Self-Assessment Form: Group Work Design and Implementation
Your signature at the bottom portion of this letter confirms your ownership of the above
item. The inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of
the material in any other form. Please advise if you wish a specific copyright notice to be
included on each page. My thesis will be cataloged in the GVSU library and will be
available to other students and colleges for circulation.
Sincerely.
Linda J. Clay
126 Ivanhoe NE
Grand Rapids. MI 49546
Telephone: 616-977-0890
Fax: 616-942-0515
E-mail: lsclavnaol.com

Please return this signed form via fax to 616-942-0515.
PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO Linda J. Clay to include the requested materials in her
GVSU Master's of Education thesis.
Name: Kate Kinsella, Ed.D
Address 844 14*. Ave. Menlo Park, CA 94025
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